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Governor William J. Mills opened (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Seattle, Wash., Oct. 10 President
the state fair at Albuquerque yesterTaft spent the night here and arose
and
of
in
the
thousands,
presence
day
with weather conditions which were refreshed for a hard day's work which
was to include two speeches in Seatideal.
The goveronr left last night for San- tle and Tacoma before large audita Rosa, and is expected back here to- ences, a visit to the Puget Sound navy
yard and a steamer ride to Tacoma.
morrow or the next day.
His first two engagements were soPostal Matters.
Mary F. Harris of Gladstone, Union cial ones, being a breakfast with Con.
county, has been commissioned fourth gressman William E. Humphrey and
class postmaster.
participation in the christening of his
11 weeks old grand nephew, Charles
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero Taft Snowden.
At 11 o'clock, the president, with a
has received the following sums for
the treasury: J. D. Martinez, treasurer military escort, left the hotel for a
cf Taos county, $15.98; William B. parade through the business streets
Stopp, clerk of the fourth judicial dis which were gay with bunting.
A Sympathetic Crowd.
trict, clerk's fees, $719.30; Game and
Fish Warden Thomas P. Gable, $7.50.
At noon the president addressed a
Pharmacy Board.
great open air meeting, speaking from
The New Mexico Board of Pharm a platform that had been erected. He
acy opened its sessions yesterday spoke for more than half an hour to
morning in the Commercial Club at a demonstrative and
sympathetic
Albuquerque and will he at work for crowd.
three days, the following members be
Guest of Ballinger.
ing present: E. G. Murphy of Las
after the meeting, the
Immediately
Cruof
Moreno
P.
las
president;
ces. vice president: A. J.' Fischer of president went to the residence of
Santa Fe, secretary, and B. Ruppe, former secretary of the interior, Rich- of Albuaueraue,
inspector. So far ard A. Ballinger, where he ate dinner,
there are five candidates who liave the other guests numbering less than
appeared for examination before the a dozen
From the home of Mr. Ballinger, the
board.
New Incorporations.
president went direct to the harbor
Articles of incorporation were filed front, where a steamer was waiting te
today in the office of the territorial convey him across Puget Sound to the
r Puget Sound navy yard, at Bremerton,
secretary by the Davis Rapid
and then to Tacoma.
which
is
incorporatCompany,
A big public meeting in Tacoma toed at $40,000,
consisting of 4,000
shares at $10 each.
night will end the day's work.
The place of business is Las Vegas
and the agent is Robert L. M. Ross. CALIFORNIA SETS TERRIBLE
The object of the company is to manEXAMPLE TO NEW MEXICO.
ufacture and sell an egg testing deof
Las Twenty-thre- e
vice patented by Isaac Davis
Amendments to ConstiVegas. The stockholders are Isaac
tution
Are
Being Voted Upon
,
Davis, 2,500 shares; William E. Gort-nerToday.
25 shares; William H. Springer,
25
25 shares; William P.
Southard,
(Br Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
shares.
San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 10.
shares; Robert L. M. Ross, 25
Electric Laundry.
California today is voting on 23 pro
Articles of incorporation were also posed amendments to the state confiled by" the Santa Fe "Electric Laun- stitution, three of which provides for
dry Company, which will do business a radical change in the method of
in Santa Fe and which names H. S. state government. These three, if
Clancy as its agent. The company is successful, will give women the right
capitalized at $5,000, consisting of 50 of suffrage, will provide for the recall
shares at $100 each. The incorpora- cf all state, county, or city officials,
tors are: William G. Sargent, 10 including the judiciary, and will esshares; Fred Fornoff 10 shares; J. W. tablish the initiative and referendum.
5
s
In each case, it requires a
Fairfield 9 shares; Frank Owen
majority to make the proposed
shares; Thomas Doran 5 shares; Arthur Griffin 5 shares; A. C. Pollock 5 amendment effective.
The spectacular feature of the day
shares; Charles W, Fairfield 1 share.
at the polls is the effort of the women
It is said the laundry will be of the
most modern type and will be run en- to gain the right of suffrage.
Women Suffragists' Militant.
tirely by electricity.
At present Santa Fe, although It is
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 10. Womno
has
the capital of a vast territory,
an suffragists became so militant in
large laundry, though there are many their electioneering methods in the
private laundries where the work is fashionable west end and university
done by hand.
districts of the city today that Cap- The erection of an electric laundry fn!n T T Tirrj HoV Amnmanrli'nff tVia
it is assumea, wiu iuau umuenow 'done university police statlon Bent out
amount of work which is
mu&6s rf patrolmen wlth instruc.
in Albuquerque.
tions tQ arrest tne WOmen poll workRnarri
Meetlna
Mli9l
" ' '
ora
The board of Health and Medical
Examiners adjourned their meeting.;
nD,M.,
...V..-- la
There were .eighteen applicants for:
VINEGAR?
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Ve-gas- .
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Mexico.
CATHOLIC

Question Pending Past Two Years to
Be Answered by Wiley and
His Board.

ELECTORS MUST
DROP DE LA BARRA.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
The advance guard of the Italian
army of occupation landed today at
Tobruk on the northeastern coast of
Tripoli, 600 miles east of the city of
miles west of
Tripoli and seventy-five

the Egyptian frontier.
Seize Richest Portion of Tripoli,
Tobruk is one of the gateways to the
richest and best part of the Turkish
province and that section of Tripoli
which the Italians particularly covet,
it is said. Thus is begun the occupation proper on the accomplishment of
which depends Italy's willingness to
entertain proposals.
Expedition at Sea.
The larger part of the kalian expedition is still at sea closely guarded
by warships. Many transports carrying thousands of soldiers sailed from
Italy last night and early today and
others will leave tomorrow.
Communication " between
Tripoli
and the outside world has been restored.

''.

Turkish Reprisals.

Assim Bay, Turkish minister at Sofia, today accepted the post of foreign
affairs in the new Turkish cabinet. At
a council of the ministry, it was decided to close all Italian industrtsl,
financial and scholastic institutions In
stitutions in Turkey and to seize Itali-

an vessels.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, III., Oct. 10. Two hun
dred
machinists, from eastern cities, arrived at the Burnside
shops of the Illinois Central railroad
today in a special train of four coaches and were assigned to work.
Strikers quietly watched the strike
breakers march into the shops, guarded by police and railroad detectives.
There was no attempt at a demonstra
tion. There are now said to be more
than 1.000 shop men at work in the
Burnside plant, or nearly
of the regular force. r
Car Repairers Beaten.
Oakland, Calif., Oct. 10. It was
stated today in the West Oakland
yard offices of the Southern Pacific
that last night and the night preced
ing, two car repairers were attacked
and . severely beaten while on their
than 1,000 shop men at work in the
other employe were each attacked and
beaten last night. ,
That there is now only a 13 per cent
vacancy existing in the shops from
which 49 per cent of the men walked
out, was a statement made today by
'
local officials.
The strike leaders assert confidence
that they will win.
No Change in South.
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 10. Southern
parts affected by the strike of Harri-maline employes report little change
in the situation today.
Memphis and New Orleans reported
quiet. At Houston, railroad officials
said former employes are applying for
old positions.
Rodgers Breaks All Records.
Thompson, Mo., Oct. 10. On reaching here today, Aviator C. P. Rodgers,
had broken the world's record for
cross country aeroplane flights
by
about sixty miles. Atwood flew 1,265.
miles from St. Louis to New York.
Rodgers has covered 1,325 miles, according to railroad mileage.
non-unio- n

one-thir- d

-

n

Time Not Ripe tor Arbitration."""
GerOct. 10. Although
Berlin,
many finds that the time is not ripe
for an offer of mediation to end the
war between Turkey and Italy, pending the completion of the Italian occupation of Tripoli, the government is
endeavoring further to localize the
hostilities and prevent fighting in the
Red, Aegean, and Adriatic seas.
If Turkey will give assurances that
she will not interfere in the transport
of the expedition to Tripoli there is
h,ope that all other hostilities will be
suspended. The landing of the Italian
Expedition is said to present difficulties not' anticipated. The weather on DIRECT PRIMARY BLAMED
FOR HEAVY 'EXPENSE.
the

Tripolitan coast has interfered
and it will be at least a week, probably, before Italy is ready to treat
with Turkey.
It is learned in diplomatic circles
that Italy probably is willing to in
demnify Turkey to the extent of
about $12,000,000 but is a question
whether she is still willing to recognize Turkish sovereignty over Tripoli
in any form.
Landed at Tobruk.
Rome, Oct. 10 The first Italian
expeditionary force which left Naples
on October 5, was landed at Tobruk,
Tripoli, today. It consisted of infantry, artillery and a company of engineers.
On the Way to Tripoli.
Rome, via Frontier, Oct. 10. The
greater part of the Italian army expedition is now on the way to Tripoli.
A big contingent, comprising the
largest part of the total force, sailed
from Naples last night, and anothe?
fleet of transports left Taranto at sunrise today. More troops will depart
from Agosta tonight.
These three
groups will assemble as one east of

Source of Corruption in Progressive
Wisconsin Laid Bare By Investigation.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Milwaukee,
Wis., Oct. 10. How
$2,500 was paid to State Game Warden
.1. W. Stone out of the
campaign fund
of United States Senator Isaac Stephen hon, and how Stone, to "cover up"
what was done with the money, got
his deputies to "pretend" to having
received portions of it, whereas in
fact, the money was paid to others,
was told today before
the United
States Senate committee which is investigating charges that bribery and
corruption contributed to Senator
Stephenson's election.
Only Hearsay.
State Senator John G. Blaine oi
Boscobel, Wis., admitted that practic
ally all of the first six of the charges
made by him against Senator Stephen
son were based on hearsay in infor
formation. He said he practically had
received no Information first hand
and he had brought the charges withMalta.
out a thorough investigation on his
40,000 Troops Embark.
part. The committee brought out that
Malta, Oct. 10. It was reported direct primary law is responsible fo?
here today that 40,000 Italian troops the heavy campaign expenditures.
left Agosta, Sicily, for Tripoli last
night on fifty transports which were PURSUING ABSCONDER WITH
escorted by the second division of
WIRELESS TELEGRAM.
the fleet under Vice Admiral Thaon di
Revel.
Clerk to Paymaster on Board of Flag
Establish Post of Defense.
ship California Disappears at
Rome, Oct.' 10. This
Santa Monica.
announcement is made: "The first
Mexican)
contingent of the army corps of oc (By Special Leased Wire to New
Los Angeles, Calif., 0t. 10! A mescupation composed of infantry, artillery, and one company of engineers, sage from the flagship California, of
left Naples on the night of the 5th the Pacific squadron, received today
instant and debarked today at Tobruk. via the ', naval wireless station at
They established a post- of defense af- Point Arguello, requested the police
to hunt for Charles AuKlius Gibbons,
ter they debarked."
paymaster's clerk of the flagship. The
Reduced Fort to Ruins.
According to an undated dispatch message read: "Clerk to paymaster
printed here, an Italian squadron wanted for considerable shortage in
shelled the fort at Tobruk. Soon after accounts of government funds." Ac
ward landing, parties from the war cording to the message Gibbons left
ships, advancing to occupy the forti- the flagship while it vas anchored
fications, were fired on, but, rushing with other cruisers at Santa Monica
forward, took possession of the smok two days ago.
ing ruins.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
He is Eliminated as Candidate for
Washington, D. C, Oct. 10. "What
Vice Presidency By Action of
is vinegar?" and "What are soft
Congress.
drinks?" questions pending for over
two years, will be decided soon by the
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
reconstructed Board of Food and Drug
10.
The
Oct.
Mexico City, Mex.,
considered ' these
Catholic electors face the probability Inspection which
Dr.'
matters
Wiley, in control
today.
of being forced to relinquish the canof the board, proposes to do away with
for
la
de
of
President
Barra,
didacy
because of In- soda fountain sales of soft drinks' conthe
They have refused to re taining artificial sweeteners, synthetic
eligibility.
gard his repeated declaration that he flavors, cafeein, etc.
would not accept the post ana appear
ed determined to elect him, if possi- CHINESE SOLDIERS
Me, in Spite of himself.
DESERT TO REBEL ARMY.
By the action of congress, however,
eliminatde la Barra, will doubtless be
Execution of Four. Conspirators Seems
ed. The senate yesterday approved
to Have Turned Tide Against
nn amendment to the. constitution makGovernment.
ing it illegal for a president or vice
or
chosen
be
president to
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
for other high offices. According to Hankow, China, Oct. 10. Much fir
the announcement of the Catholic ing can be heard this afternoon in
party's clltral committee, the result the direction of Wu Chang. Communi
will be to throw their support in the cation with that city has been cut off.
W. E. LINDSEY IS rAMED
electoral college to Francisco Vasquez Several large fires are seen. It is RACE BETWEEN MOB
FOR STATE SENATOR.
Gomez.
evident that the soldiers have gone
AND THEIR INTENDED VICTIM.
over tp the revolutionaries, following
the execution of four conspirators at Ten Autos Chasing Buzz Wagon In
Portales, N. M., Oct 10. The
W. K. VANDERBILT'S HORSE
WINS PRIX DE SEINE. Wu Chang today.
Which Sheriff Is Taking
Republican county lonvention
put out the followir? county
Negro to Jail.
ticket: State senatoi, W. E.
( By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXS
Paris, Oct. 10. The Prix de Seine,
X (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Llndsey state representative,
CORRECTION.
F. M. Smith; sherif, George
Etolsee of $4,000, distance, seven furIn the splendid address of X Greenville, S. C, Oct 10. SomeB.
longs, run at Malsons Lafitte today,
Hon. Frank Springer, published X where between this place and Spart-aburDeen; county cleri L.
l.
S. C, an automobile chase is in X Forbes, treasurer; twastirer, A.
was won by W. K. Vanderbilt's
yesterday, a sentence speaking X
Frank J. Gould's Jarretiere
of the amendments to the con- - $ progress with the life of a negro at X B. Austin; essesso, 0. G.
stake.
came in second.
stitution of the United States,
Gann; superintenden of public
The negro is being taken to Spart
a typhographical error read:
instruction, C, V. Tombs; surBORDEN MINISTRY TAKES
anburg to escape ten automobiles full
"Then" when it should have
veyor, George B. Sett; judge,
of men who will undoubtedly lynch
CHARGE OF CANADA.
G. P. Smith; commirioner prebeen "Ten amendments, coverhim if caught. He was rushed from
cinct No. 1, J. D. Wa ncr; coming certain matters which had
Anderson by officers after being
Mexican)
been omitted by the convention,
missioner precinct K. 2, F. C.
(By Special Leased Wire to New
were proposed at the first sesfor an attack on a little girl.
Ottawa, Ont, 10. The Borden minRuckman;
commis oner
sion of congress by unanimous
They beat the mob back into this
istry was sworn In today by the govNo. 3, F. B Forrest;
ernor general and the first sitting of
town by ten minutes, transferred their
agreement and immediately
weights and measues, T. N.
ratified by the states."
the cabinet is being held this afterprisoner to another machine and deChristie.
noon.
KXXXXXSXXXXXXXX
parted.
semi-offici-

-

I

Mon-rosel-

pie-cln- ct

,

.

sxxxxxxxxxxxxxxs

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Denver, Colo., Oct. 10. With telephone and telegraph service crippled
and more than three hundred miles of
railroad out of commission, the meager reports are being received from
the flood swept districts of southwestern Colorado and Northwestern New
Mexico, comprising an area approxi
mately 100 by 75 miles.
There are rumors of heavy loss oi
life, but the verified death list so far
is comparatively small.
Eight Drowned.
John Rice was drowned while aiding
in the rescue of pupils at the Methodist mission school near Farmington,
San Juan county, and near Blanca,
Colorado, a Mexican family of seven
is reported drowned.
From the various other points come
reports of persons swept away in the
flood.
Twenty Navajoes Lost.
Alamosa reports that twenty Indians
at the Shiprock agency of the Nava-jo- s
were lost in the waters. All the
buildings at the agency, erected by the
government at a cost of $200,000, are
reported to have been destroyed.
Property Loss $5,000,000.
Property loss is estimated at approximately $5,000,000, a large part of
which falls on the Denver & Rio

(By Special Lenwd Wire to New Mexican)
Springfield, III., Oct. 10. Aviator C.
P. Rodgers resumed his coast to coast

flight at 8:33 o'clock this morning in
weather conditions which promised a

Roth political camps were harder
at work today than yesterday.
1 he Democratic headquarters, however, was without its chairman, for A.
A. Jones was called home owing to
that ulcerated tooth which required
further treatment. Mr. Jones has
been singularly unfortunate to have
this trouble at the very time he longs
to be in the thick of the fight but his
soldiers say that he will be back at
the camp in a day or two.
Former Governor W. T. Thornton,
the treasurer of the Democratic central committee, was also not feeling
at his best this morning. He is suffering from a cold caused, his friends
say, by the Venetian caual on Don
Gaspar avenue he had to wade through
going to the capitol to attend the
Democratie state convention in which
he was one of the leading speakers.
However, in fairness to the Democrats, there has not been a murmur
to the effect that Bursum or the Republicans flooded that street to lay out
some noted Democratic leaders.
Chief Greene of the bureau of publicity said to the representative of
the New Mexican today: "We shall
have further details of Representative
Flood's itinerary in New Mexico in a
very short time. Great interest Is
being manifested in this Congressman's visit to New Mexico for he is
considered a brilliant speaker and a
man a good many people will wish to

He exhigh mileage record today.
pected to reach the Missouri rivor by
night fall, and planned to make his
first stop at IOuisana, Mo. From there
he intended to fly to Independence,
Mo., and thence to Kansas City.
Reaches Mississippi.
10. Aviator
Roadhouse, III., Oct.
Rodgers passed over here at 9:19 this
morning. He was flying at an altitude
of about 800 feet.
A Mile a Minute.
Louisiana, Mo., Oct. 10. Aviator
Rodgers flew over Louisiana at 11:13
a. m.. westward bound. He was 2,000
feet in the air and was making a mile
a minute.
Rodgers landed at Nebro,
18 miles east, and replenished
his
gasoline supply. He passed Bowling
Green, Mo., at noon.
At Terrific Speed.
Mexico City, Mo., Oct. 10. Rodgers
passed over here at 1 o'clock flying
at terrific speed and at a height of
about 750 feet. He has 163 miles to
cover to reach Kansas City.
Gasoline Was Low.
Mexico, Mo., Oct. 10.
Rodgers
found his gasoline supply low and
decided to make a landing and replen
Grande railroad. Practically the en- ish it. Rodgers said he would try and
tire narrow gauge system of this road, reach Kansas City before nightfall.
known as the Rio Grande Southern is
Rodgers Lands at Thompson, Mo.
hear."
out of commission, and train service
Rodgers landed in a field seven Mr. Green stated that E. C. de
to a number of towns cannot be re- miles west of here, near Thompson,
Eaea, of Las Vegas, candidate for
Mo.
sumed, it is said, under sixty days.
lieutenant governor on the DemocratFood Shortage.
ic ticket, came over from Las Vegas
Residents of towns in the flooded MAINE NOT BLOWN UP
last
night and left today for Taos, via
BY HER BOILERS.
district face a serious situation from
Barranca.
He will speak at the Demfood shortage.
Stage service and
ocratic meeting in Taos tonight.
AsHad
One
Driven
Been
But
Bodily
freighting lines are being established,
It is stated at Democratic headquartern By Force of Explosion
but the destruction of highways is a
ters that R. H. Hanna, progressive Reof Magazines.
serious obstacle.
publican, and endorsed by the Demo
Arboles Swept Away.
crats for the supreme bench, will also
Wire to New Mexican)
Leased
Special
(Bv
Confirmation of the report of the deto address a meeting.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 10. At go to Taos
struction of Arboles has been received. least
In the Republican Camp.
one fact has' developed beyond
The Republicans are working hard
Every building in the village, includ controversy in connection with the
ing the .railroad depot :and a string excavation going on inside the coffer- at their "camp" and one has but to
of box cars that were on a , siding, dam
enclosing the wreck of the Maine peep In any office to see there is no
were swept into the San Juan river. in Havana harbor that is that the lethargy about the work, either. Col.
No loss of life is reported there.
ship was not blown up by her boilers. Venceslao Jaramillo, the chairman of
Late reports indicate that the flood
Some persons have contended that the Republican central committee,
waters are subsiding.
the explosion of the boilers caused and Herbert W. Clark, secretary, were
the magazine to explode in turn. But kept busy all day answering corresa report from the army engineers pondence, sending telegrams, and
"HOPKINS DID NOT
COME ACROSS." shows the workmen have uncovered keeping in touch with the campaignthe tops of the boilers which were in- ers who now are discussing the isTherefore Charles Luke Decided to tact, with one exception. That was sues of the campaign.
Captain "Bill" Brogan, chief of thfc
in the case of one of the forward
Deliver Ten Votes to Senaboilers, which was not burst but press bureau was seen preparing some
tor Larimer.
which had been driven bodily astern projectiles to be hurled into the enemy's camp. Mr. Brogan seemed pleasLeased
Wire
to
New
Special
(By
Mexican) by the blast from the magazines.
ed with the way affairs are running.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 10. State SenaIn the other offices assistant secretor Frank A. Landee, or Moline, was GOMPERS ET AL CONTEMPT
the first witness called by the United
CASES COME UP. taries and stenographers kept up a
din with typewriting machines remindStates Senate committee which is inelection
of Senator Committee of Prosecutors Have Filed ing one of a metropolitan morning
vestigating the
newspaper office at about midnight.
William Lorimer, here today.
Answers and Chancery Ex.
Messenger boys kept running in and
Attorney Healy, for the committee,
aminer Is to Be Named.
out, bringing or taking away teleinterrogated him regarding the senatorial deadlock1 at Springfield, and he (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) grams.
It was stated at headquarters that
told of an alleged conversation with
Washington, D. C, Oct. 10. The Holm
A.
O. Bursum and Octaviano
Charles Luke, since deceased,
against Presi- Larrazolo will
in contempt proceedings
speak at Santa Rosa
which he said Luke told him he could dent Gompers, Vice President MitchCol. Jose D. Sena will be
tonight.
deliver ten votes provided conditions ell and Secretary Morrison, of the with
and will probably interpret
them
American
Federation
of
Labor
for
were right."
This
is
a
trio and an enthu
strong
violation
an
of
order of the
He continued: "I said to him, 1
iastic meeting is looked forward to.
thought you were going to vote for District of Columbia supreme court
were begun today.
Hopkins." "He said, No, I am not
BALLOON TEARS OFF
Chancery Examiner.
Hopkins won't come across."
ROOF IN TOPEKA.
The
of
committee
prosecutors apSenator Landee then testified re
to examine into the case joinpointed
a
to
his
visit
garding
home at Moline
But Occupants
ed issues with the labor leaders and Is Badly Damaged
in 1909, of John I. Hughes, of
Chicago, answers were filed several weeks
Signal That They Were Not
ego.
a friend of Mr. Lorimer, as follows:
Injured.
Justice Wright, of that court, is ex"
'Hopkins, the man you are voting
to appoint a chancery examine!
pected
said
to
for,' Hughes
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
me, 'is an impos- on
Friday to take testimony of both
Topeka, Kans., Oct. 10. Tearing off
sibility. Vote for Lorimer and it will
sides.
be to your advantage.' "
part of the roof of a house and later
crashing into a tree, the balloon ToSTAGNATION CHARACTERIZED
peka II, which took part in the race
SIX MEN BLOWN INTO
WALL STREET TODAY. for the Lahm cup from Kansas City
ETERNITY BY EXPLOSIONS.
last week, was badly damaged here
Bonds
Were
today.
and
Active
Quiet
Issues
Black Hand
Outrage at Wheeling,
W. K. Leighty, E. W. Benedict, A.
Gave Way Half to One
West Virginia, and Accident
W. Whitford and James Johnson were
Point.
at Kansas City.
in the basket when, just after the balWire to New Mexican) loon rose, it was struck by a gust of
Leased
Special
(By
Leased
Wire to New Mexican)
(By Special
New York, Oct. 10. Speculative in- wind, sending it into a tree. Part of
Wheeling, W. Va., Oct. 10. Four
terests
in stocks was at a low ebb the basket was torn away, before the
are
believed to have perished
persons
at Benwood, a suburb, today as the re today and in the absence of new in balloon was freed from the tree. Next
sult of a black hand outrage, when a fluences, the market iiecame stag the corner of a house roof was caught
nant. ,
and lifted off. The balloon arose and
big frame tenement, housing
forty
An attempt to drive the short inter- the occupants signalled
was
they were
blown
persons
up and, taking
est produced no decided result and unhurt.
lire, was consumed.
during most of the morning session,
Fatal Explosion at Kansas City.
SHOT TRYING TO KIDNAP
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 10. Two prices were held firmly.
The market was unable to absorb
BEAUTY FROM HAREM.
men were killed and five others were
of
volume
the
resulting sales and
injured by the premature explosion of
off slightly by noon.
General Rize Pasha Killed Instantly
30 pounds of dynamite today in the prices eased
Bonds were quiet, with some of the
excavation for the new union staBy Palace Guard at Constantion. The victims were blown 150 southern issues reflecting the recent
tinople.
in
rise
stocks.
feet In the air and their bodies, terriexTrading continued featureless
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
bly mutilated, fell twenty feet away.
cept for activity in secondary indusVienna, Oct. 10. Word has been retrials.
ceived here that General Rize Pasha
EARTHQUAKE ONLY
After 1 o'clock all of the active
while trying to carry away a beauty
THOUSAND MILES AWAY.
gave way from half a point to a of the royal Turkish harem at Conpoint below their high figures.
stantinople, was challeneged by a
It Was of Considerable
Magnitude
The close was steady.
guard and, upon failing to reply, was
and Kept Seismograph
shot and killed.
Trembling.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
New York, Oct. 10. An earthquake
HOLT AND LLEWELLYN
X TEN INNNING GAME IS
PLAYED AT BROOKLYN.
ARE NOMINATED. X
probably not more than 1,000 miles St
The Dona Ana County Repub- - JJ
distant and of considerable magnitude X
was recorded today on the seismo- X lican convention at Las Cruces X (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
yesterday nominated Hebert X Brooklyn, Oct. 10. (National)
graph at Brooklyn college. The recR. H. E.
ord began at 8:19 and continued until X B. Holt of Las Cruces for the X
2"
1
5
8:53, with the maximum disturbance X the State Senate and W. H. H. X New York
10
X Brooklyn
at 8:32. The strongest movement X Llewellyn for the House.
Ten innings.
direction.
was in the north-soutXXXXXXXXXXXSXXXX
h
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ENDS AT ONCE ALL

The Little Store

STOMACH

DISTRESS.

Little Diapepsin Cures Indigestion

A

Gas, Heartburn or Dyspepsia
in Five Minutes.

plague, trachoma, septicaemia, Asiatic
holery, sleeping sickness, and plenty
ef other diseases. This they do
mostly by planting a healthy colony
of germs whenever they put their feet
down.

fants,
If you had some Diapepsin handy when
and would take a little now your keep
stomach distress or Indigestion would faces

We Guarantee

Everything

Thousands of deaths among

Hi BEL NDOGT 0R1NG

M

in-

Herms holds, will be averted
mothers and nurses learn to
flies from crawling on babies'
or hands.

A

vanish in five miuutes and you would
Killed Himself While Drunk.
feel fine.
With his arm around his wife's
This harmless preparation will
eat and overcome a neck and her head resting against his
Under this Brand j sour, anything you stomach
Drink
before you cheek. Arthur D. Xewton, a teamster
at Denver, sent a bullet through his
rpflliz it.
or
head at 3 o'clocK in tne morning, ne
meals
don't
you,
If
j
tempt
be
to
your
Under
what little you do eat seems to fill (died at noon at the county hospital.
Ijou, or lays like a lump of lead in Mrs. Newton believes that her
kill
Represented
stomach, or if you have heart- band expected the bullet would
Solitaire Brand
her too. Xewton shot himself at his
burn, that is a sign of indigestion.
home, 3227 Clayton street. He return-jcas- e
Ask your Pharmacist for a
3
of Pape's Diapepsin and take a ed home intoxicated shortly before
uuwu
me
can.
atter
soon
There
as
nigm
as
o'clock,
spenuing
you
little just
He went into his bedroom,
will be no sour risings, no belching town.
and his
wife
r.f undigested food mixed with acid, where his
As
no stomach gas or heartburn, fullness daughter, Zetta, were sleeping.
or heavy feeling in the stomach, Nau- - he entered the room his wile spoke
His reply was mat ne nau
Dizzi- - to him.
Ren.
Debilitatine Headaches.
ness or Intestinal griping. This will brought a revolver home to "clean out
40.
No.
i all en. and. besides,
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe. Telephone
there will be no the whole family." He disrobed and
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. undigested food left over in the stom- - went to bed, placing the revolver
REGISTER
WE GIVE
n nnknn vnnr hrpnth with nause- - der the nillow. A few minutes later
!Ee Put his arm around his wife and
ous odors.
him and fired The
cure
a
certain
is
'few her tothrough
Diapepsin
Pape's
his head and lodgstomachs, because it
u JU u wd"
hold
and
takes
fermentation
prevents
of your food and digests it just the
IN NINTH
same as if your stomach wasn't there. RED MEN
CONVENTION.
ANNUAL
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Relief in five minutes from all
waitstore
is
at
ach
any
drug
misery
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
Albuauernue. X. M., Oct. 10. The
ing for you. '
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :
Thoaa lgrcrA Kft.pnt CARPS nf PaDe'S ninth annual convention of the In
!
proved Order of Red Men of New
" .V" .1,0., cffl.Ptit 'Mexico
met yesterday morning at Odd
n

to Eat and

Good
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GROCERY

h

The Delicatessen Store

.1""

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday

H

FOR ECZEMA

Remarkable and Convincing State
ment of the Success of Cuticura
theTreat-mentoft- he
Soap and Ointment in
Pain, Itching and
Burning of Eczema

"T. Mir undersiened. cannot give enough
I had been
praise to the Cuticura Remedies.
on
doctoring for at least a year for eczema
my foot. 1 had tnea aocior aiter Iuutiui m
to no avail. When a young girl sprained
my ankle three different times, paying littlo
or no attention to it, when five years ago
small spot showed upon my leu annie.
was worried and sent for a doctor. He
Done
said it was eczema, lie drew a smau
from the ankle alout the size of a match,
men
'
"
"
ions.
and about an
crew to about the size of an apple, and
the eczema spreau hi iuo hole in the aukle.
never could heal the
The whole foot ran water all the tune
"My husband and my sons were up night
and day wheeling me from one room to another in the hope of giving me some relief.
oi
I would sit for hours at a time m ironiThe
the fireplace hoping for daybreak.
was
ainiosi
crazy.
pain was so intense i
in fact, L wouia lose my iraam iu uuu.
day a friend of mine dropped
at a time. One No
more had she glanced at
in to see me.
"Mrs. Finnegan,
my foot than she exclaimed,
don't you try the Cutiworld
the
in
why
cura Remedies!' Being disgusted with the
doctors and their medicines, amtohui ueing
give the
able to sleep at all, I decided
Cuticura soap aim juutuu. v....... .....thatthree
them
days
After
using
trial.
as a silver dollar
night I slept as sound
for eight long hours. I awoke in the1 morning
thought
with but very little pain, in fact, Cuticura
1 was in heaven. After using the
Remedies for three months I was perfectly
Cuticura
restored to health, thanks to the sixty-foI will be
Boap and Ointment.
and
vears of age my next birthday, hale,
Finneheartv at present." (Signed) Mrs. Julia
11.
Mar.
7,
gan, 2234 Hebert St., St.Louis, Mo., are sold
Cuticura Soap and Ointment
Potter
Drug
throughout the world. Send to
Chem. Corp., Dept. 12A, Boston, for free
book on the skin.
sample of each wilh 32--

WHEN YOU REPAIR THE OLD HOUSE OR BUILD THE NEW
ONE, REMEMBER THAT GOOD PAINTS ARE ABSOLUTELY
NECESSARY TO KEEP THE HOUSE FROM ROTTING. PAINT IS
A PAYING INVESTMENT.
PAINT IS ALSO A LUXURY. YOU KNOW YOU WILL FEEL
BETTER IN A NEWLY PAINTED HOME. ASK YOUR WIFE
SHE DOESN'T WANT THE HOUSE PAINTED?

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone 14.

Phone 14

If Its Hardware We Have It.

' v"
ul.aZ
ol me sitiie. iu uuuveuuuu iaoio
Phone,
all day today and is expected to prove penings that came to his attention
THE ANNUAL PROTEST.
one of the most interesting and In while
covering assignments for the
Huh? What? Vacation over with!
ever held by the flourishing
portant
The comnewspaper.
metropolitan
books?
to
find my
I got
fraternal organization.
man
Phone,
married
a
as
such
plications,
W'y ma w'y me an' Willie Smith
The following great chiefs and rep being caught by his wife in a party
GORMLEY
Just got some more fish hooks!
resentatives were present yesterday of much gayety with chorus girls, are
Blk,6619
W" we'd make up to catch tnat bass when the convention
opened:
comical as they are graduextremely
Down in the wilier pool!
Great Sachem, A. E. English, Daw ally unravelled, and they are handled
I don't care who will head my class
son; Great Senior Sagamore, M,
in characteristic Dave Lewis fashion.
Ah,
Huff of Santa Rita; Great Junior Sag Dave Lewis will be remembered for
Pshaw,
amore, Charles L. Keppeier, aidu- his efforts in "The Isle of Spice," and
Ma!
iuerque; Great Prophet, John Metzen- also "The Royal Cheff" but his adI don't wan' tuh go tub. school!
backer, Albuquerque; Great Chief of mirers who saw him in Mr. Casad's
We can furnish beautiful
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Records, Tom Blauvelt, Knowles play during the Chicago run, say
I'll bet th' teacher will be mean;
Great Keeper of the Wampum, W.
bea
in
STAR PENNANTS
never
MEXICO
play
that
he
NEW
appeared
I know just what she'll do
ALFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packag
Woerner, Carlsbad; Great Represent
so much as
Colois for 65c.
She'll say my han's and face ain't tive, Leon C. Godchaux, Demlng fore that suited him Wife."
in
State
"Don't Lie to Your
clean
Chief Collector, W. L. Shaw of Alamo
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
The usual Lewis beauty of chorm
An' make me wash 'em too!
Appropriate Novelties for Athletic Events, Conventions, Celebrations,
gordo; Great Sanap, Steve Ledger, is shown, and Roland and Clifford
I'd heap rather not to go
H.
R.
Misheniwa,
Etc., furnished reasonable at short notice.
Dawson; Great
have fortified the production with u
I'll not grow up a fool!
Hughes, "Deming; Great Guard of
the
Aw, shucks! A boy don't have to show Forest, James English, Dawson. The stage mounting that inserts all
PHONE OR MAIL US YOUR ORDERS, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
into the offering.
Ah,
committees were represented necessary brilliancy
various
on
Black
Phone
go
this
for
Seats
engagement
Black
Phone
Pshaw,
at the convention by Sam Allen
Drug Store Co., TuesMa!
45
Santa Rita; J. K. Wilson, Albuquer sale at Fischer's
45
October 17.
day,
don't wan' to go tuh school!
Geo.
que; P. W. Pierce, Albuquerque;
A. Durborrow of Mogollon; Jessie
if
does
Herbert Jones
go Turner of Santa Rita. After the va State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Aw, what
An' never miss a day?
Lucas County ss.
rious committees were appointed for
You said yourself he's mighty slow the session work yesterday morning
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
At learnin', anyway,
an adjournment was taken until 2 he is senior partner of the firm of F.
You know the teacher picks on me
o'clock.
Cheney & Co., doing business in
: WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
An' is always cross as she can be
the City of Toledo, County and State
Ah,
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
Maiden
ftHOPUITERS
Pshaw,
FUR
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL.
Ma!
of
All
LARS for each and every case of Ca
Dawson Coal.
I don't' wan' to go tuh school!
A comedian of national prominence, tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
Building
Ale
Hijch
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
an an author, with the
What? Got to carry all them books?
FRANK J. CHENEY.
newspaper instinct! This is the
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
They're awful heavy, ma,
Sworn to before me end subsc'ribeC
combination, which has made such a
I'm sick. You'd know it by my looks,
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
in my presence, this 6th day of Decern
big success out of Campbell B.
Flagstaff STANDARD Peach, Pear and Apple Boxes.
I don't care. Just tell pa!
.
Your
Lie
to
"Don't
A.
farce,
song
ber.
D.,
Get your order in. The price is right.
MINERAL WATER CO.
SANTA
I don't want to be President
A. W. GLEASON,
Wife," which comes to the Elks' thea- (Seal)
Ain't stubborn as a mule!
Near Union Depot
tre on Thursday, October 19th with a
Public.
333 HICKOX STREET,
Netary
You'll whip me? I don't care a cent. cast consisting of Miriam Shelby EdHalls Catarrh Cure is taken intern'
Ah,
PHONE, RED 100.
Lillian
na Roland, Gladys Wilcox,
ally, and acts directly on the blood
Pshaw,
Stanley, Virginia Stewart, Estelle and mucous surfaces of the system.
Ma!
C. Send for testimonials free.
Vernon, Lenore Frey, William
WHOLESALE
don't wan' to go tuh school!
Hodges, Holworth Stark, Harry Ellis,
O
F. J. CHENEY
At D RETAIL
TOLEDO,
CO.,
Chicago Post... Benton Garvin, Mart Franklin and
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
is
Lewis
Dave
Edward Spencer.
RATON
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
FINE ASSORTMENT OF
starred in the title role by Roland and pation.
YANKEE
Clifford, who are producing this piece
ABOUND THE STATE
CERRILL08
Garafter its successful run at the Whit
Mr.
in
House
Chicago.
ney Opera
'
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smilbltg Coal. Steam Coal.
Casard is a former New York Herald
Postmasters' Convention.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
and he drew all the incidents
Postmaster F. O. Blood of Las Ve reporter,
Curio
of the play from the every day hap- MONTEZUMA AVENUE
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
gas today presided over a New MexiNear A, T. 4 8.F. Depot.
For Best Laundry Work
co Postmasters' Convention at
San Francisco Street.
85
Telephone 85
Telephone
ONE MILLION DOLLARS FOR H

stomach disturbance.

LOUIS NAPOLEON

191 Black.

&

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

Pennants for Decorations

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

LEO HERSCH

R.

Why Import Mineral Water ?

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER & COAL YARD

Buttee Mineral Water,

Celebrated

Materials

Kinds
Soda,
Ball Ginger

Special

FRUIT BOXES

FE

THE

U-6-

Wood

goal

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite,
nets, and Other Stones.
Santa Fe Trail
Company

NOW IS THE TIME

Screened

J

To select your stones for mounting
for Holiday Presents. They are
always acceptable.

Imperial Laundry

Two Drunkards Arrested.
GOOD STOMACH
H. C. Fitzke pa. a $5 and costs Into
the Las Vegas municipal treasury yes This Offer Should Be a Warning to
terday for being drunk and David
Every Man and Woman.
The newspapers and medical Jour
Jones forked over $10 and costs for
nals recently have had much to say
a similar offense.
relative to a famous millionaire's offer
of a million dollars for a new stomTeaching Love in School.
Teaching love in the school and in ach.
was too
the church so that the pupil will be This great
trained along such lines that one can busy to worrjr about the condition of
make scientific selections of spouses, his stomach. He allowed his dyspepso that they will never seek divorce, sia to run frdm bad to worse until in
is the solution of the marriage and the end it became Incurable.
His misfortune serves as a warn
divorce problem put forth by the
'
Rev. George L. Parker of Salem, Mass. ing to others)
suffers
with dyspep
who
.one
Every
Harvard Clamps on the Lid.
sia for a fe years will give every
No longer can Harvard students thing he owns for a new stomach.
drink beer or cocktails at the Harvard
Dyspepsia Is commonly caused by
union. There will be no more "beer an abnormal state of the gastric Juic
night" or banquets with drinks served es, or by laci of tone in the walls of
there. The administrative board of the stomach. The result is that the
the union has voted against the use stomach lose its power to digest food
of liquor in the building. There is
We are rioy able to supply certain
no bar in the union and liquors are missing elements to help to restore
not served in its restaurant.
to the gasttic Juices their digestive
power, and tofald In making the stomHouse Fly Kills Thousands.
ach strong aip well.
We know mat Rexall Dyspepsia
Ordinary house flies cost annually
6,000 lives, and an economic loss of Tablets are umost dependable reme
$18,000,000 in California, according to dy for disorlerrd stomachs, indiges
a report on them issued by the Uni tion, and .(''ffepsia.
u to try them and will
B
We want
versity of California. William
Herms, assistant professor of entomo return your froney if you are not
logy, who prepared the indictment more than gftlsfled with the result.
Three sizes 25 cents, 50 cents, and
against the flies, spent five years in
vestigating them. Flies, he finds, trans- $1.00. Rerrtrber, you can obtain
mit typhoid, dysentery, tuberculosis Rexall Rerr.fles in this community
"pink-eye- "
Store,
and under certain condi- only at our store
tions leprosy, erysipelas,
smallpox, The Fischer rug Co., Santa Fe, N. M,

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURNS

AND FRIDAY

THURSDAY

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O. Brown,. Agent.
Phone Red No. 23.

Phone, Red No. 23

!

Successor to B. P. Williams
have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
te give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
I

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

Santa Fe, N.

Phone 139 Red

R0SWELL AUTO CO. .R0SWELL

M

M, N

to
100 lbs.
Baggage allowance
Carrying the 0. S. mall and paseach regular ticket, excess baggage
and
N.
M.,
sengers between Vaughn,
at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs
Koswell, N. M., connecting with the
We are equipped to carry any kind
El Pas & Southwestern and Rock Isof trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs
a
land Railroads and the Atchison.
& Santa Fe lull road.
Special rates are given fcr ezcur
Leaves Vaughn ?t S;4s a. m.,
sions. for eight or more passengers.
in Roswell at 2:00 p. i;.
For further information, write the
a.
at
12:30
Roswell
m.,
LasTM
Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
Roswell
In Vaughn at 5: iC p. m.
To-pek-

r,.

J W. STOCKARD,

MANAGE?

Lump

.

The-Rexal- l

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tues-

days and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

rnn

CAIC

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
andRancies; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanoIa Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

rUR JAIX

Modern Residences for Rent.

R M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

PHONE REB 122

STOLLE, Agent.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telepboae II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 60c.
Short Orders at All Hours.

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order 20c. a dish,
New York Chop Suey 50c.

LIVERY STABLE
Pine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surrles, Saddle Horses.
Wbei in Need of Anything
hi the UVERY LINE.,

C&L 'Phone 9

Drivers Furnished

CHA5. CLOSSON

Don Caspar Ave.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY
)

HAVE THE IVELL KNOWN

look's Pjiarmacy

TOILET AND PERQIHE PREPARATIONS

Phone
f

Made by A. A. VANTINl & CO., - - New York.
1
The Finest Geisha
V2a(a4 Wn4t
Sandal and Geisha
ffAAUj
ICU 1 1UICI TTdlttd
Face Cream
Extract
-:
VIOLET
SANDAL SOAPS.
I
DUTCH TALCUM POWDER

213

:-

dtJt

ti

AA AA

a

A4A

4

A

A

J"

AA AA

A

4

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

i4
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ANSWERS

THE CALL.

anta Ft People Have Found That
This Is True.
A cold, a strain, a sudden wrench,
A little cause may hurt the kidneys.
Spells of backache often follow.
Or some irregularity of the urine.
A splendid remedy for such attacks,
A medicine that has cured thou-

sands.
Is Doan's Kidney Pills, a true Ki-

BLESSED IS IDE MAN

mm

THE SOIL

Address of Holm O. Bursum, Candidate of Republican
Party For GovernorElection Settles Future
Policy of State.

PAGE THREE

hazardous occupations, those men who
Lungs Declared Sound
are the soldiers of industry; the man
men
behind the gun; the
who make it
Granted
life Insurance
a reimity that
lunl
If ynn ltm-possible for the public to ride in PullHiivt-i- l
TulMTfiil'tRis:
had
from
enrcl
that
man cars with ease and comfort; the death
of people, wmiM
quite a uuml-men who make it possiDle to carry you try to (ret t'onpuinptlves
It nntl luluee thein to take it; or.
on the gigantic traffic and commerce i in
would you flay nothing about it, for fear
all over this broad land, should and of uivintf offence?
We know the medicine. We know the
ousht to be protected by a law which people eureil some of them. We have
tot- - stories of euro of many aioi
will guarantee to those dependent upfrom Home. We advertise Kekman's
on them, and their children, that they Alterative to tell those who have luii
disease
lieen done tiy its use.
may be enabled to live, educate and Investigatewhatthehasfollowing:
school their children without
"tlentlernen: Ou lie evening of Msiy
13. 11:07. I bail five hemorrhages from the
upon the charity of the pub- riht iuntf. My hemori'liaues
kept tip for
lic in case of accident or injury to the me week I kiwi twenty-elhin all.
doetor told
My
developed.
head of the family. To do this, we me ipneumonia
had hetter go to another elimate.
us my left hnig had also luwint nlTeeted.
should have an insurance law, compul"Aliout that time I
Howard Klotx,
Place the burden lt!l! Susipiehaniia Ave..metPhiladelphia,
sory insurance.
who
hemoniiu;:e9 several years ao and
where it belongs. Let it be a part of had
who was eureil ley llckinau's
Alterative.
the fixed charges of the corporation.
"I started to take Kikmau's about the
Provide that recovery can be made .utter partat of August. InI!'ii7. Mv appetite
onie tiud
about two weeks
improved
I
without the necessity of employing
siarted to cain weight. I improved
Sinee my reeoverv sometime njro.
steadily.
counsel and without delay.
I
was meepted for life insmrnnee. after

THepha

SOFT DRINKS

jwtr

r

Hi Mbitaf art uuestti to lk tUrsty asMartttof cool and Hmtisf
onca ale, vnD cbekiy, mex soda, now mew
MOTBBEI,KUWO!WnZZ,

COCO

:: x

COLA,

:

Qenuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.

ma.

I

being-depende-

dney remedy.
At Las Vegas, on Monday evening, on in public at the capitol building in
from the Santa Fe for six months or more.
Many Santa Fe people rely on it. the fnllnwine "straieht
Hired for a Price.
Here is Santa Fe proof.
heart" address of Holm O. Bursum,
If these industrious angels were
Albino Ortega, College St, Santa the Republican candidate for governFe, N. M., says: "For several years or, aroused enthusiasm and was fre as disappointed then as they are now
and will be after November 7, were
I had trouble from my back and kid- quently interrupted by applause:
they in possession of any proof, why
Gentle
neys. It was hard for me to work,
and
Ladies
Mr.
Chairman,
owing to pains in my loins and any men and Fellow Citizens: Your distin- - did they not present it? They didn't
aggravated my guisbed chairman has said that I will have it, they can't produce it, besudden movement
trouble. My rest was disturbed by a be the next governor of New Mexico. cause there was nothing to produce,
Providing Homes.
unless manufactured by drunken bum
too frequent desire to void the kid You have my consent.
for
I
have
a
hired
I
believe
that the land of the counexperts
price.
ney secretions and the passages were
citiSeeing so many substantial
Public state
nntv and oalnful.
to try is here to be utilized to provide
nothing to defend. No apologies
and
this
zens
gathering
throughout
make for my administration of the homes and create taxable wealth
ments given by local people who had so
many beautiful and intelligent
nor in any other public more homes, more children, more hapused rtnan's Kidney Pills with benefit, ladies,
penitentiary
indeed
a
pleasit
makes
induced me to try them. I found re ure for me to have this great
or
and I do not in- piness and more prosperity.
capacity,
private
opportunity
to
tend
that
lief at once and after I had used the of
the real issues I think the policy of the state in
permit
being with you here this evening. of
contents of one box, my back was free
this campaign shall be blinded by dealing with public lands should be
horticultural
visited
I
your
today
nora lot of concocted slush, hatched up most
from pain. My kidneys are now
liberal toward the homeseeker
and
fair, also witnessed
a little coterie of disappointed po- and homebuilder.
mal and I feel better in every day." some agricultural matches
by
a
and
tug
While reckless
50
wrestling
Price
dealers.
all
unFor sale by
saw your exhibits and 1 litical hypocrites to cover up the
statements have been made that there
Co, Buffalo, of war. I
a
cents. Foster-Milburin
alliance
to
holy
justify
seeking
is danger of a Republican clique grabupon the splendid
New York, sole agents for the United congratulate you
sacrifice of principle for pottage.
showing that San Miguel county has
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of the farm. 1
sonal benefit', this proposition is as
Remember the name Doan's and made of the products
The opposition ticket has been miswas impressed at seeing wheat three
as it Is ridiculous. Have they not
take no other.
offfeet high well filled with grain, heavy named. I understand It is to be
been under the management of a Reand sound; the finest oats that I have icially known as the Democratic publican administration? Have any
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ever seen; pumpkins and beets and ticket and its platform Is all "holier restrictions placed by the federal gov
the
of
Interior,
Department
most every other thing that is raised than thou" men. Now, it seems to me ernment been taken away by the conU S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
on a farm on fertile soil; indeed, I that the proper name for the ticket stitution?
Absolutely none, nor can
(07894)
for a while that I was not should have been the "Ticket ofi they be. No lands can be sold or
1911.
thought
Sept. 12,
but that I had come Angels." Imagine the presentation leased except to the
Notice is hereby given that Jose in Las Vegas,
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on Oct. to the state of Iowa where land Is by the archangel for classification after advertising for at least four
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us leave it to the public lands not in conflict with
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Let
else
than
shape
anyone
try
before
Register
land above described,
the constitution will be outlined by
developing its resources, and it is the people to decide.
r Receiver, U. S. land office, at Santa from
the state legislature. Do the people
Ideals.
source
that
may
expect
this
you
Republican
Fe, N. M., on the 19 day of uciODer. in the future a greater Las Vegas
The Republican party to the state of New Mexico believe that the whole
1911.
and in the nation as exemplified by legislature of New Mexico is likely
and San Miguel county.
Claimant names as witnesses:
me that great statesman, William H. Taft, to be engaged in a land grabbing
Cano.
conferred
Deen
nas
upon
Honor
Bernardo
Ambrosio Cano,
ideals that are conduct- scheme? They could not do it if they
Daniel Wright, and Roberto Armijo. by being chosen as the Republican stands for the
ed to happiness, prosperity end pro- would, and they would not do it if
nominee for governor.
fcll of Golden, N. M.gress. It is the party that keeps they could.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Settling New Mexico's Future.
The importance of this campaign peace with the spirit of the times;
More Homes, Better Schools.
Register.
is not confined to the immediate re- that believes in the expansion of terri.
The Republican party favors the ensult of this election. The outcome of tory, ideas, industry and homes. It couragement of the cultivation of the
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notice of intention
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claim to the qualities testified to and admitted by
They say we should have an easyear proof, to establish
Register themselves, can only be accepted as ily amended constitution. The blue taught domestic life, so that if they
land above described, before at
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the
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necessary training to
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MANUEL R. OTERO,
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consideration of a petty mess of pot- that the conditions then prevailing are lumber, coal and iron, the party that
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wag built through eastern New ed to meet the big demand caused
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MANUEL R. OTERO,
which has cut off the advan- by the Increasing crops of Canada's
the penitentiary under my tenure of Mexico,
Register.
tages which formerly belonged to Laa western provinces. His report was
office, before the district court of this
Vegas of being the distributing cen- brought out by an announcement that
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on
the
file
at
public record
to
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of the occasion shortly increase the shortage plant of
necessity
the clerk of the district court. There and
through the Las Vegas Grant its elevators at Port Arthur.
were no records destroyed. There
"The Canadian Northern elevators
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was no money found to be due. There board, a contract has been made with at
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in the world and have a total stor
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Meets
the contrary. The territory was repthat many additional homes. This Is said Consul General Jones in his speThe
Its
resented
general.
attorney
by
Bounds
cial report to Washington.
"They
United States government was repre- only a starter. Let the world know
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of sented by special counsel. Before a that we are a thrifty, honest, energet- consist of an original struoture and
two
annexes. The receiving capacity
the north bouno train and arrives at decision was rendered, the presiding ic, conservative people, and you will
is 40 cars, shipping capacity 120 cars,
Taos at 7 p. m.
judge asked In open court, If any per- have no trouble in securing aid to de ana
cleaning capacity 15 cars per
Ten miles shorter than any other son within the hearing of the court velop your marvelous resources.
hour.
Each house has 80 circular
now
offer
There
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to
covereda
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why
Good
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Judg
good
objection
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way.
63 intermediate spaces, and
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to
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not
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round
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trip.
storage construction is of
grain
decision
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via Las Vegas to Fort Sumner, which
furnished commercial men to take In behalf to state them.
tile.
'
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo was subject to appeal. No appeal was would again make Lag Vegas the dis- fireproof
"The Canadian Northern railway
taken. The Investigation was carried tributing center for eastern New Mex8tatlon.
handled, in 1910, 32 per cent of West
ico. It would sake it the natural ern Canada's
crop. This shows a 12
headquarters for shops. To bring this per cent Increase in five years as
project to an actual realization, capi- compared with 1905, when the com
tal is necessary, confidence in the sta- pany only handled 20 per cent. This
bility of the state government is an es- year the Canadian Northern expects
sential necessity, in order to permit to handle 40 per cent of the yield.
For hire at popular eriees Juggles and saddle horse.
the securing of funds upon the securi"In Manitoba, there Is an elevator
THEODORE
LINE
HACE
:
CORRICK,
COHICK'S Prep.
ties.
capacity of 22,Oi!0,000 bushels, an inPhone Black 182.
Not a Party Question.
crease of 772,000 bushels over the
I concede that the blue ballot Is year 1908. The number of elevators
not a partisan question and must be erected in Saskatchewan in 1909, was
determined by each Individual voter 219, while the storage capacity was
for himself, but yet, I cannot refrain increased from 17,924,500 to' 24,279,
from warning your people who would 000 bushels. In Alberta, the elevator
desire to see New Mexico develop, her capacity has almost doubled, it being
resources to the greatest state of ef- at present 8,050.400 bushels, as against
ficiency, of the danger of adopting the 4,092,400 bushels In 1908. In the
blue ballot. Let us not adopt any western provinces, west of Winnipeg,
measure calculated to create distrust there are approximately 1,763 elevaas to the permanency of our govern- tors in active operation, with a storNow on the floor of thcSante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
mental policy. The Republican party age capacity of 54,234,900 bushels, an
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS looks with a spirit of friendship increase of 11,1 '.'7,500 bushels.
"It is probable that a yearly intoward the interests of both capital
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
crease
of storage capacity will be part
and labor.
ARD-LINDE1- W
I believe their Interests are Identi of the elevator program for a considcal and mutual. . The prosperity of erable time henceforward.".
are ordering in car-lo- ad
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your both depends upon an equitable
deal
Take Your Common Colds Seriously.
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
between them as a
in the
Common colds, severe and frequent,
Mexico
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New
'
great Industrial life of the country.
the foundation of chronic diseased
and Arizona purchasers.
I believe In the square deal between lay
conditions of the nose and throat, and
and
the
the
A
public
corporations.
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
may develop into bronchitis, pneumopolicy which will permit both to live nia and consumption. For all coughs
"
and transact business.
and colds In children and in grown
Established 100
LEARNARD &
Soldiers of Industry.
persons, take Foley's Honey and Tar
Albuqorque, New Mexico
LINDEMANN CO.
I believe in the. policy of protecting Compound
promptly. For sale by all
Piano
carman
Tuner.
V;
E. M. Lehnor, Expert
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two examinations by n company that had
previously rejected ine.
"I have advised several
to take
Kekman's and those who people
took It faithfully hail the same results us mvself."
(Sitfneil Allidaviti
C1IAS. MOHOAN.
iruiier details or tills ease on reouest.t
nekmnn's Alterative Is effective In Bronchitis. Asthma. Hay Fever: Throat and
I.uni.' Troubles, and in upl.uildiue the
system. Hoes not contain poisons, ophites
or
druts. Ak for booklet
of cured chsos and write to Kckman
Laboratory. Philadelphia. I'a., for m.,re evidence. For sale hy nil leadlnc drusglsts ami
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BROTHERS

DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN

INSTITUTION IN

THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR
THE SOUTHWEST

Fe

COURSES -- COMMERCIAL, LITERARY

and

SCIENTIFIC
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A. H. HUDSPETH

IS

Academic

ELECTED GRAND TRIBUNE.

d

Burk-hardt-

1--

Studies Resumed
September 5th.

1--

1-- 2

1--

five-yea-

WOOD'iS HACK LINE
TO

Trains.

-

'

FIRST CLAS5 HACK SERVICE

-

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

ANN COMPANY

...

-

form Separate Departments
Send for Prospectus

BROTHER

E01RD,

PBES

At the session of the Grand Lodge
Knights of Pythias, held at Albuquerque yesterday the following grand officers were elected: George Bradford
of Dawson, grand chancellor; Walter New Mexico
D Fawcett of Roswell,
vice grand
chancellor; Howell Ernest of Clayton,
Grand prelate; C. M. Bernhard of
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
East Las Vegas, grand keeper of records and seal; R. P. Donohoo of
"The West Point of the Southwest"
grand master of exchequer;
Ranked by United States War DeJ. I. Zimmerman of East Las Vegas,
as "Distinguished Institugrand master of arms; M. McCreary partment
tion." Army officers detailed by War
of Magdalena Grand inner guard; IL
D. Smythe of Lordsburg,
grand outer
Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the

Military

Institute

,

season.

r

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vie Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.

A

1--

1--

LEARN

Knights of Pythias of New Mexico
Hold Well Attended Meeting
at Albuquerque.

and Preparatory Courses
Boarding and Day Students.

For particulars and illustrated
address:

(?
A. H. Hudspeth,

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent

Grand Tribune.

guard; A. H. H .dspeth of White Oaks,
grand tribune.
The session was by far the largest
ever held and the representatives of
the different lodges located throughout
the territory took a great interest in
the proceedings.
The representative
to the supreme lodge will be elected

Smart

today.
Dental Board and Society.
The New Mexico Dental Board, Dr.
F. E. Olney of Las Vegas, president;
Dr. M. Moran of Deming, secretary;
and Dr. E. N. Brown of Roswell, treasurer, convened in Albuquerque yesterday in regular session and will con
tinue its work for four days.
The
last two days of the week will be de--;
voted to the annual convention of the
New Mexico Dental Society so that
Albuquerque will entertain a large
number of the leading dentists of the
state all the week. Yesterday there

Styles

-'

j

ORGANIZING SUNDAY SCHOOLS
IN NEW MEXICO.

State Representative of
Union, in the
Capital.
A. L. Tales, state representative of
the American Sunday School Union
for New Mexico, has been spending a
few days In Santa Fe in the interest of
the work, that of the oldest Sunday
school society on the globe. He has
organized nineteen Sunday schools in
the state during the past eleven
A. L. Tales,

American

months. Rev. T. M. Harwood of Albuquerque in the Spanish work organized three Spanish schools during the
month of September, his first month
with the American Sunday School
Union. He also organized one Spanish church. The Society during the
past year have organized 2,502 Sunday
schools with 98,957 members gathered
in seventy-fivchurches with over
9,000 members.
e

EDITORIAL

FLASHES.

What a pity the name "New Mexico" cannot be changed to "Cibola!"
(Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, California Cibola! How well these would
sound in the already musical roll call
of the states!)
Such was the primeval name, and the country . was
known as the "Land of the Seven Golden Cities of Cibola" after Vaca
brought the first reports of its marvels into Mexico.
The sensitive imaginations of the Spaniards, whetted
by. the tales told by Vaca and inspired
to new flights by an occasional Indian's romancing, pictured seven noble
cities, each as large and as beautiful
as the City of Mexico.
Fancy painted mirages wherein were gold and
silver and rare gems without limit,
D H. MdcAdam In Metropolitan

sine.

-

Mags

Popular

(SJ

Prices

ISPECIIZEI1ES

were reported three candidates for licenses to practice dentistry in New
Mexico and theoretical and practical
work will keep .the board busy the
first half of the week, the practical
work being in progress in the office
of Dr. E. J. Alger.

J

1

are giving our thoughts
and study to the subject
of shoes. So when we speak of
shoes it ought not to seem strange
that we assume to know what we
are talking about.

WE

OUR EXPERIENCE is that in selecting
shoes FIT is the prime essential, and in this
store you have our expert service to fit your
feet properly.

STYLISH SHOES
OUR SHOES have the snap and finish to
show the beauty of your feet to the best advantage and single you out as being well dressed.
They keep their shape, support the instep and
give comfort to the toes. They are made from
the very best material obtainable and solid
throughout. Note these prices :
Shoes for Men
$2.00 to $6.00
Shoes for Women,

.

...

$1.50 to $5.00

Shoes for Boys and Girls, $ 1.00 to $3.00
Where
Quality
Meets
Price

fckn 9fluegei
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RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Dally, pei- week, by carrier
Daily, per sonth, by carrier... .75
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Oaiiy, per year, by mail

Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, six months

rer year
Weeky, per quarter
Weekly,

$2.50
1.00
2.00
50

DO
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THE

That the Democratic state committee has secured a fairly large slush
fund and that it is concentrating its
expenditure on one man, Capt. W. C.
McDonald, its candidate for governor,
in an effort to defeat Holm O. Bur-suis no longer a secret. Neither
is it a secret that the source of the
money is such as to make the honest
man of the Democracy ashamed of its
use.
The money by which it is hoped to'
elect McDonald comes from a foreign

How About

That Fire Insurance?

IS YOUR PROPERTY

:

FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!

--

FIRST

NATIONAL

BANK

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

Then Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to ail parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

syndicate!

GENERAL AGENTS,
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
SANTA FE, N. M.
Why does it come from a foreign!
Because
that
syndicate!
syndicate?
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico.
It is sent to
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation needs the public lands of New Mexi- co not for the homesteader, not for
amonik the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
the 'settler and farmer, not for the!
small cattleman or sheepman but for
its great droves of cattle.
It has sought to hide behind the
fact that a few leaders of the Republican party have leased about 7.000
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
acres of grazing land, some of which
could not be tilled under any condi
Window Frames,
Wainscotting,
Mouldings,
tions. It has sought to defeat Holm
Door Frames,
Sash, Doors,
Ceiling,
O. Bursum by charging that he was
Casings, Base,
'
Custom Work,
Dry Run Flooring
R. J. PALEN, President.
making a land grab.
J. B. READ, Cashier.
The facts are that the cattle barons
L. A. HUGHES,
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
now have leased from the public,
acres
of public
something like 25,000
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work
land or more than three times as
guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
much as all the Republicans who are
ON
charged with pulling off a land grab, j We solicit a liberal share of your patronaf e. Estimates cheerfully furnished.
The Republicans are well known;!
they live here in New Mexico, and
Specifications, Etc.
their interests will always be in New
Phsne Black 33166.
Mexico. Not so the cattle barons,
They live in a foreign land, their in terests are in foreign speculations
?
AND
They will keep their money in New NOW IS THE TIME TO REGISTER. ILLUMINATED AUTOMOBILE
Mexico only so long as they can get
PARADE ON THURSDAY.
Every voter should see to it that
big profits and cheap land. They do he is registered and now is the time
not build up New Mexico, they care f0 do it There will be trouble enough Over One Hundred Machines Will Be
in Line in Great Pageant
nothing how New Mexico affairs may at the polls on election day on account
Now Under the Same
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Management.
be conducted.
All they care is to get of the cumhersnmpnpss nf the
GOVERNOR HOLM O. BURSUM, OF SOCORRO COUNTY.
a t Albuquerque.
"rip
land
and
don't
cheap
grazing
they
sauabbles
without
over
Ballot,"
the
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR MALAQUIAS MARTINEZ, TAOS COUNTY.
The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City'of New Mexico. Rooms
care how they get it.
right of a man to cast his ballot, or ' Albuquerque, N.! "St'' Oct 10. An- ilSECRETARY OF STATE SECUNDINO ROMERO, SAN MIGUEL CO.
'
Yes, the Democratic party has a taking his affidavit. The law for the luminated automobile
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled. ;:;
with
AUDITOR W. G. SARGENT, RIO ARRIBA COUNTY.
slush fund. Likewise it has the paid qualification of voters has not been over 100 machines in parade,
line, has-beTREASURER
SYLVESTRE MIRABAL, VALENCIA COUNTY.
agent of the foreign cattle interests changed by the enabling act or .state-a-s announced for Thursday, evening. It Large Sample Rooms.
THOS. DORAN,
its candidate for governor. Also it hood legislation and remains the same will be one of the most
ATTORNEY
GENERAL FRANK W. CLANCY, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
;
gorgeousspecis spending the bulk of its. money to P.s it was at the last election.
Sec- - tacles of the fair. M.
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j freight agent of the Santa Fe, left
upto-dat- e
A.
of
J.
Fischer
Santa
Fe,
secretary
this forenoon for the San Luis valley
of the state board of pharmacy, is Blue Point Oysters, Fish
Colorado.
and
POULTRY
Dr. A E. Gregg of Aguilar, Colorado acting in his official capacity during
r
ALSO FINE NEW ASSORTMENT OF
is at the Palace. He came here to the board's sessions here this week.'
FRUITS
Albuquerque Journal.
take the examination before the medDr. Frederick M. Bishop is expected
ical board.
Forbes Quality
First LieutenanM. C. Browne of to arrive in New York on Friday from
a
two
months
of
tour
will
and
Second
New
and Steel-C- ut
,,G,,
Company
Europe,
, Battalion,
Mexico National Guard, Is here from probably be in Santa Fe Monday, to
30c
be the guest of Bronson M. Cutting
Albuquerque. ';.
';
in Cloth
H. jr. Myers, the special representa- - at nis nome on tne Loraa.
tive ot the Armour Packing Company,'
"John K. Stauffer,. secretary and No better
guarantee to
and who travels out of Denver, is at treasurer of the New Mexican Print-thoffer
than
Palace hotel.
'.
money back if
ine Comnanv at Santa Fe. is here atMrs. F. E. Nuding has gone to Al- - tending . the grand lodge of the not
satisfactory when you
1
:
Call and See Us.
buquerque to visit her parents Mr. and Knights of Pythias and incidentally deal
Bargains In All Lines.
the Parlor Market.
Mrs. w. H. Hahn. She will remain viewing the fair. He will return home
fair.
the
during
this evening." Albuquerque Journal.
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
Miss Kead of Indianapolis, is a guest
Miss Stephanie Prager of Roswell,
214
Don Gasper Avenue.
at St. Vincent's Sanitarium. She
COmPAN
5EIL
has come out to enjoy Santo Fe's su- Kelly for the past two Wks left thi8
berb winter climate.
for Albuquerque where she
Miss Julia Jaffa left yesterday for afternoon
will attend the state fair after which
36
Phone
219.
P. O. Box,
Her parents, Territorial she will leave for an extended
Albuquerque.
trip in
PROPRIETOR.
Secretary and Mrs. Jaffa will go to the east. Las Vegas Optic.
Max Nordhaus, manager for the
Charles Ilfeld company, is back at his
Best for Biscuits
desk in the 'offices of that enterprisTHE TIME TO BUY
rA prominent teacher in one of the Doing firm. Mr. Nordhaus has spent a
mestic Science schools in Mississippi month at his summer home at Trout
HOT
WATER BOTTLES
writes that she is using Cottolene with Springs recuperating from the effects
She
excellent results.
says:
Is now. We have just received
of an operation for appendicitis at
"For biscuits Cottolene Is al! that
could be desired. The biscuits are light Santa Fe. His friends are glad to
4
alargelinedirectfromfactory,
and flaky, with none of that disagreehe has completely recover
thereby insuring fresh goods.
able odor often found in foods short- learn that
ened with lard. Cottolene Is also an ed his health. Las Vegas Optic.
excellent medium for frying croquettes
and douehnuts.
It gives them a clean,
Don
Avenue,
crisp, brown crust."
TO THE DEMOCRATS OF SANTA
Other' noted experts, Such as Mrs.
FE COUNTY.
,v

MILLINERY

a

That Overcoat?
Come early and get first choice while
the picking is good. We have in stock

j

Parlor Market
and Grocery

-

Sun-mou-

LADIES'

j

Silk Waists, Skirts, Etc.

i

-

CITY-

to meet the popular demand.
Also BLACKS FOR DRESS
PURPOSES.
These numbers are in black and silk
lined and handsome short lengths.

If

a Royal Tailors exclusive style that is going to sell like Barney
Oldfield at the home finish. A world-wid- e
style that is just
now sweeping the country. It is the sanest, handsomest and
most comfortable Overcoat that has been introduced in
America in a decade.

d

LB.

COFFEE,

W. N. TOWNSEND

With or Without Goggles.

THE MASTER TAILORS.

at

1

t

and Manhattan

.

BEST

CLOSE-I-

Call and see the beautiful Circassian Walnut
Parlor and Dining Room S?ts, which are the admiration of all Santa Fe.

We have just received some attractive Japanese Screens and
immense variety of Carpets. Hand painted Dishes, salad
sets, which rival anything of the kind in the Southwest, are also worth looking at.

ON

LOTS
.

'

i

O. C. WATSON & CO.
Santa Fe, N.

:
19 San Francisco St.,
189.
Red
Phone,...

M.

LOWEST

Hand-Paint-

China

ed

The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any Arti

rl. Th.t Yah

st

Misfit R InArMtwl In.

THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN CUT GLASS,
and we can show you. Our stock is complete in all details

Staple

&

Fancy

BUTT BROS. CO.,J

Groceries

Flour, Hay and Grain,

H. C. YONTZ,

xxxxxxxxxxxxxvxx

Carriage

DOLE'S

THE VAUQHAN RANCH
(Old

Open

May-15t-

Sparks! Ranch)

wt;

.

for the 'Fishing Season

h

Best of Food
Cold
No Invalids

-

Best of Beds

Pure Spring Water
$i5 a Week
;
Write Pecos

-

MULLIGAN & RISING, Funeral Directors
PICTURE FRAMING
108 Palace Avenue
Day and Night Phone.

Phone,

Pure Hawaiian;

E
LL

v
You pay for,

Automobile

P.

A

SPECIAL SALE
on every article in our store at im
mensely reduced prices.
DRY

SELIGMAN

ADOLPH

GOODS

J

CO.;

SXXSXXXXXXXXXSXXXXXXSSX

What You Are Looking For
ONE OF THE BEST BUILDING

LOTS IN THE CITY

PALACE AVENUE FRONTAGE

Will quote

SIGN PAINTING

Pine Apple Juice

130 Red.

.v..,

Elberta Peaches

Welch's Grape Juice
H. S. KAUNE

&

J.P. Steed & Son

rs

mittee.

SIGN

ADOLPH P. HILU
Secretary Democratic

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

ft

All of Next Week

exceptionally low price for its
immediate sale.

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
Phone Black

&

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

No. 52

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost," Willow and Bear Creeks
Telegraph Glorieta

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

I

S.

Where Prices are

....

I Beautiful

FURNITURE AND

R

'

j

1

AKERS-WAGNE-

-

THE MARKET.
BUY BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE.

,

THE

'

RESIDENCE

N

NOTHING BETTER.

You can see how we are prepared to furnish your home,
FROM SITTING ROOM TO KITCHEN.

Rorer arid Marion Harland, have given
You are hereby notified that the
similar testimony to the merits of Co-ttolene.- - It not only gives better results Santa Fe County Deirtooratic ConvenA
than lard but is much more wholesome tion for the purpose ' of nominating
and economical as well.
county officers will be1 held in Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on Saturday, October
14th, 1911, at 10 o'clock a. m. Now,
therefore, all Precinct Committeemen y
are hereby instructed to call and hold
their Precinct Conventions
KAUNE & GO, uctoDer vi, i9ii, at a time toThursday,!
H.
oe nxed
by said Committeemen, for the pur--j
pose of electing delegates to the
as
County Convention to be held
aforesaid at Santa Fe.
'
The representation to which each
!
Precinct is entitled In the above
j named
convention is as follows:
FOR
1. Pojoaque
Two Delegates.
We guarantee each and every Bot- 2. Tesuque
Two Delegates.
3. Santa Fe Eight Delegates.
tie we sell to last one year.
4. Santa Fe Five Delegates.
5. Agua Fria Two Delgates.
6. Cienega
Two Delegates.
Always Reliable
4
7. Cerrillos
Four Delegates.
DRUGGISTS
8. Galisteo
Two Delegates.
9.Phone, Red f 61. Mht Phone, Red 58.
San Ildefonso Three Delegates.
10. Stanley Four Delegates.
tj
1. Golden Two Delegates.
12. La;my Two Delegates.
13. Glorieta
Two Delegates.
14. Chimayo
One Delegate,
SAFE QUALITY.
15. Santa Cruz One Delegate.
&
16., Santa Cruz Two Delegates.
17.. Santa Fe Four Delegates.
PAINTING
18. Santa Fe Five Delegates.
19. Madrid
Two Delegates.
20. San Pedro Four Delegates.
21. Otto One Delegate.
22. Nambe
Three Delegates.
23. Rid Media One Delegate.
The Most Delicious of Drinks, Pal ' 24. Kennedy One Delegate.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
' The result and a list of the Dele-- j
atable and Refreshing.,
LACASSAGNE
gates elected in each Precinct shall PAUL
cided Aid to Digestion.
be certified to A. P. Hill, Secretary,
305 San Francisco Street,
not later than 10 o'clock a. m., October 14, 1911.
JUST A FEW OF THOSE
All persons belonging to the DemoEXTRA FANCY
cratic party and who believe in Democratic principles, and all those who
believe in business like, economical;
"
and efficient administration of public:
LEFT.
affairs, regardless of past or present;
party affiliations, are requested and
CARPENTERS
to participate in the Prima-named.
AND CABINET MAKERS.
October 7th, 1911.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Chairman Democratic Central Com- FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
j"

CO.

&

In Our Immense New Windows

WM.D. ARRIGHI

ill-ilhi- li!
Gasper

these are not as you like we are showing the new

"ALASKA,"

Gas-Roast- ed

and Leather,

to $20.00

$ 1 3.00

Prices

Lamb

Men's & Boys' Caps,

$15.00 to $20.00

prfcreosm

Veal and

Fresh-Dresse-

Automobile Caps

These numbers we can promise you are the warmest and
neatest patterns ever shown in this city.

Pork,
Mutton,

jum icccivcu,
in every respect.

snappy and

all-wo- ol

Beef,

Suits,

Coats,Wraps,Tailor-Mad-

ran anu winter

KAN SIS

i

-

many handsome designs and patterns,
Kirchbaum's
specials, Waldorf
and Presto Collars.

Contral

PAINTING

All Work Guaranteed.

NEATLY

DONE

Man Tailored to
--

--

SUITS, COATS AND SKIRTS
Customers and Friends are
invited to inspect our

FOR WOMEN and MISSES.

A."

Phone. Red IIS

IN STYLE, QUALITY

AND

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

SAVE3

rwiWT roiviPAwrv

ly

Guaranteed
JULIUS H. GERDES.

Satisfaction

EYES.
for your
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the Idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

SAWTA FE WATER

cor-dial-

PORTFOLIO OF FASHIONS

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of AH the Light ?.
THE
Our display rooms are open
by having it right where you are using It. It saves
your light bin and
on

-- Your-Measure

w a cmivrriTriw

FIT

r

A

&

3

oo on

7i

B

i!
i!
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Si, Louis

Miles

16
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ALL HOPE

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept, 1st

Head Down)

1910

STATION'S

binI

SHE GAVE UP

lompanu,

Kailway

GENERAL OFFICES
(

k

(Read Up)
2

Physicians Failed To Help Mrs.
Green, But She Finally Found
Relief in Cardui.

Lv..

0
4

Den Moines. N. M....Arl

400
350

Kumaldo....

11

1)ednian
Oapullu
Vigil
Thompson

3
3
8
2
2
1

HEAVY

30
15
05
45
25
65
30

M--

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe ZTJZSttX

ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NSW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Theac

1

LOSS IN NEW

MEXICO

Five Buildings at Shiprock
Agency Swept AwayTwo
Men Drowned.

Last eveninc just before midnight,
the first Denver & Rio Grande train
since last Thursday afternoon, arrived
in Santa Fe from Antonito Colorado.
Washouts all along the line, had tied
up the road. The principal damage
was the carryin: away of the bridge
over the Chama at Chamita,
forty
miles north of Santa
Th work
01 constructing a temporary bridge
was. completed yesterday afternoon,
and W. D. Shea, the district passenger and freight agent of the Denver
and Rio Grande left this morning for
Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Special the San Luis valley this forenoon to
book. "Home Treatment
Instructions, and
view the damage all along the line,
tor women." sent In plain wrapper, on request.
tor heavy was the the loss between
Antonito and Santa Fe. it was much
WILL COVER FOUR
greater west of Antonito, and espe
HEALTH.
THOUSAND MILES FOR
cially in San Juan county, New Mexico, as the following dispatch from
10.
Four
October
Spokane, Wash.,
indicates:
thousand miles by wagon, traversing
The
of the deluge that inWashington, Oregon, California, Ari- undatedreceding
towns, valleys and almost enzona, New Mexico and diagonally
Texas to Texarkana Ark., is a trip to tire counties in southwestern Colobe undertaken soon by Mr. and Mrs. rado and northwestern New Mexico,
A. E. Davis, living at 1018 North Nor- from Thursday until last night, reveals
mandie street, Spokane.
They plan devastation in every direction from
Durango.
to be on the road four months.
"The trip is primarily for Mrs. twoThe loss of life is not yet known, as
sections hit hardest by the floods
Davis' health," said the originator of
are still cut off from comamnicatioa
the tour, who was formerly a news
These sections are the ones which
paper writer, "and I think it will fully contained
the village of Arboles and
Texshallin
her.
live
restore
We
arkana for some time, also visiting the district south of the San Juan
river in the vicinity of Farmington,
ether parts of the Southwest.
"The trip is not for the purpose San Juan county, N. M.
The news that Arboles was entirely
of breaking records, but I think it will
be the first time that such a. journey swept away has been confirmed. The
has been undertaken by any one. We south bank of the San Juan and the
shall go by way of Walla
Walla, country in that section is inhabited by
Wash., striking thence for Oregon and many native families, and it is feared
The longest dis that these have been drowned.
through California.
tance between towns probably will be
Meager reports from every section
in Oregon and Texas, but we shall of the inundated country, with the excarry ample provisions and water for ception of these, two districts total the
the trip.
actual known deaths at two. J. Rice,
"We shall make the trip in a light an attache of the Methodist mission
covered wagon and live in the open school, four miles west of Farmington,
as much as possible.
We have no on the San Juan river, was swept
We are making the away with one of the buildings, when
thing to sell.
trip at our own expense and look upon he refused to flee for his life with the
s
it as a
investment, as it students and professors, and was
will give us a better knowledge of the drowned. His body was found
vast western country and its oppor- miles farther down the river in eight
the
tunities and resources.
Jewett valley.
"I expect to gather a lot of data
John Weston, a rancher living beand other information for a series of tween here
and
was
travel letters and magazine articles, swept down with theFarmington,
flood. It is ceralso photographs to illustrate the mat tain that he
has been drowned but his
ter. I shall write of things as I find body has not been
found.
them.
Arboles People Were Warned.
"We are arranging our itinerary to
wnetner or not the inhabitants of
visit a large number of cities and ArDoies
and the families on the south
towns to gather as much information
bank of the San Juan have been
as possible.
We expect to return to
drowned will not be known until
We have
Spokane next summer.
is
with these
some property in this city and shall
places. The feeling here, however, is
always call it our home."
not one of apprehension over the
fate
of the people of Arboles.
Every" rancher in the Animas valley and the
population of Durango were warned ot
the impending floods several hours bePalace.
fore the raging walls of water rushed
A. R. Lambert, Anderson, Ind.
upon them. It is thought here that
Dr. A. E. Gregg, Aguilar, Colo.
the same condition must have prevail-eThe Misses Dibert, City.
on the San Juan.
Amnion Dfbert, City.
The loss of property
Dr. D. R. Scott, Artesia.
throughout the
flooded area cannot yet be even estiM. N. Barber, City.
mated, but the guesses of prominent
E. S. Harrington, Oklahoma City.
Durango men who know southwestF. H. Blasey, Trinidad.
ern Colorado place the probable damE. A. Johnston, City.
age at from $3,000,000 to $5,000,000.
J. A. Eaton, Las Vegas.
Famous Orchards Ruined.
H. F. Myers, Denver.
Wherever the deluge touched is deJohn A. Laughlin, Trinidad.
struction. The
orchards of
the upper Animas
Coronado.
valley are a waste
of sand, boulders and
Mrs. Cecil Hagler, Albuquerque.
debris gnawed
D. Montano, Las Vegas.
from the mountain
gulches by the torA. Salazar, Espanoia.
rents and deposited in the fertile valRodolfo Cordova, Espanoia.
ley; the irrigated grain lands of the
John H. Young, Coyote.
valley have been swept over and a bar- P. Sanchez, City.
ieu sanay alluvium remains. Live- Montezuma.
siock by the hundreds are dead and
R. E. Curry, St. Louis.
the carcasses can be seen on
every bar
J. E. Stephens, Denver.
and wherever they could
lodge for
W. B. Barry and wife, Louisville.
miles down the river.
M. G. Browne, Albuquerque.
A number of houses and some busiJ. A. Briggs, Lakewood.
ness blocks in the bottoms of
Durango
T. H. Briggs, Artesia.
were swept away,
splintered and
George F. Powers, Denver.
crushed before the mighty power of
A. F. Arnold, Kansas City.
the first rushes of the water. In
other
R. G. Shanklin, Wichita.
towns, Dolores. Mancos. ailvfirtnn.
Meredith Jones, Las Vegas.
Ignacio,
where the water was high,
I .Oppenheimer, Chicago.
&onie Duiidings were
swept eway and
After exposure and when you feel the destruction to furniture and mera cold coming on, take Foley's Honey chandise was large.
Loss to Railroad Millions.
and Tar Compound. It checks and re
The destruction to railroad properlieves. Use no substitute. The een- uine in a yellow package always For ty will equal if not exceed that of the
towns and agricultural lands devast-ed- .
sale by all druggists.
The first reports of bridge and
track destruction have been proven to
JOHNSON APPLIES FOR
WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS. be accurate. All bat a small portion
of the Denver & Rio Grande
track beAttorney tor W. E. Johnson, "Pussy-F- tween Durango and Silverton will
have
oot"
to
be constructed anew.
Johnson, held to the grand
The
jury for criminal libel under S3.000 damage to this stretch alone, or the
bond, made application yesterday af amount that will have to be expended
ternoon for writ of habeas corpus in to construct a new road is a million
the district court for Santa Fe countv dollars.
and Judge McFie, after a hearlne last
The prospect of death from starvaevening, granted a temporary writ, tion to livestock is alarming. Everyand admitted Johnson to $1,000 bail to where hay
ricks, grain in stack and
appear for hearing on the merits of and other provender were destroyed.
the case on Friday, October 13, at 2 It will be impossible to transport forP. m. The territory through Assist- age over the mountains.
ant District Attorney E. P. Davies,
At 1 o'clock Friday morning warndemurred, and Judge McFie in part ing reached the Methodist mission
sustained, and in part overruled, the school outside of Farmincrtnn.
Tha
demurrer. The territory then asked students, professors and &tfrhe
for more time and this was granted. with the
exception of J. Rice and Su
perintendent Simmons, fled to the
hills. Simmons and Rice were ear.
ried away with one of the three build- .
.
i
lilntemud and should know
mgs 01 tne missions which were de(MARVEL WhirllngSpray
stroyed.
Rice
drowned.
Sim
was
XM new V.rlnal tjrinti.
from an island
- mons was rescued
M OK
leni. it
miles down the San Juan Saturday afternoon, more dead than alive.
ITm eannot supply tbt
8hiDrock Aa.nov Devastate!- otbar, bst ttnd aump for
boolt
seihd.
It
ftwId
UlBjtntJ
Ml winwin Md direction.
Shiprock, where a score of Indians
uiaite tneir homes, was almost com-- j
1

ASK FOR TICKETS

SANTA FE, N. 1L

San Juan and Las Animas
Valleys Devastated
by Storm

Meetze, Va. Mrs. J. C. Green of this
place, says: "I suffered with womanly
troubles o that I could hardly sit up.
16
8
Two of the best doctors In our town
20
8??
25
. 5010
treated me, and I tried different medi31
Cunningham
cines, until I gave up all hope of ever
9 35
42
....Ulifton House N.M
10 03
49
getting well.
1
At
...
Raton, .V. M
Lvt
One day, I decided to try some Car2 30
0
i.Lv
Ar 10 15
Baton, N.M
7
2 47
dui. It did so much for me that I
Clltton House N' M..,.
9 49
3 07
ordered some more, and it cured me!
48
SPreston
9 32
3 45
65
8 55
Koehler Junction
Today, I feel as well as I ever did ia
2
8 35 J
....
9 05
Koehler
iny life.
4 15
68
8 20
ilOoijax
The pains and the trouble are all
4 43
76
8 02
(lorrososo
gone. I feel like another person in
5 00
82
7 45
Ar
Lv
Cimarron
5 10
every way. I wish every sufferer could
Lv
6 35
Ar am
Cimarron
6 18
CI
know what Cardui will do for sick
Nash
6 27
5 2S
4
6 17
Harlan
women."
6 45
94
6 00
Ar
Ute Park, N. M...Lv
A few doses of Cardui at the rlftfit
p m
pm
time, will save many a big doctor bill,
iOonnects at Colfax with K. P. 4 s. W. Ry, train both North' and South.;;;:
by preventing serious sickness.
SStage for Van Houteu N, M. meeti trains at Preston N.IM.Z
It tones up the nervous system, and
Ute
N,
N
leaves
M.,
for
9:C0
Parle,
a. m, dally except helps make pale cheeks fresh and rosy.
Kllzabethtown,
M., at
Stage
uo
3.50
one
Fare
round
way
Thousands of weak women have been
trip; tlfty pound baggaze carrted free.
todays,
O. 4 S. train loaves lies Mclnes, N, . for the south at 11 ;ll p. m. .'arrives from
th restored to health and happiness by
th at 4:88 a. m
using Cardui. Suppose you try It.
It may be just the medicine you need.
4. VAN HOUTEN,
t. G. DEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
w
ftuoerlntendont.
n
V. P.
a
n. rD. n ntc ato; Laaies rtavisory
G. P. Agent,
uepi.,
7

7 40
05

,

BY FLOODS

ii

j

MEXICAN--

TTV.

a

tnann-noog-

Dur-ang- o

-

Plfe

THE

BEST
ROUTE

EAST

gaigp'

OR

WEST

Par rates and full information adores

EUGENE FOX,

a- -

Ag,t,

El Paso Texas.

When Going

EAST

high-clas-

WEST

oR

USE THE

PIORANDH
SHORTEST LINE TO

Denver, . Colorado

-

Hotel Arrivals.

Springs and Pueblo

d

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT

NEW MEXICAN

BUILDING OR UNION

DEPOT

'

d

THE PEOPLE'S

ANNUAL

HOLIDAY

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque, Oct.

9-1-

4,

J9II

AVIATION

CURTIS

MEET

Birdmen " of International Repute will thi ill the crowd
ior inree aays, uctooer II, 12 and 13
to be raced " Bull " Durham Dav. Fridav. Oct.
$1 nnn
This stake was given by the
111 .WELL'S
DURHAM TOBACCO CO.

"BULL" DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS
13.

BASEBALL

-

UT

EVERY

EXCITING

HORSE RACES

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTH, President.

JOHN B.McMANUS,

Wells Fargo

k Co.

Secretary-Manage-

r

Express

General Express Forwarders
TO

Parts of The World

All
CwA

Ml V

ltnov

Ml Inconvenience

bv Pnrchaslne

wii

MVliVJ Fbjo Domestic Money Orders. Travelers'

aai
rayifcle

Feralga Money Order
U.

S., Canada, Mexico

REMITTANCES
.

tod an Foreifo
Countries

SENT BY TELEORAPH

s s
J,

D. BARNES, Agent

7c:s:a
COT1TTO-

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1911.

pletely destroyed.
Five buildings
were swept away. The reports from
Shiprock are extremely meager and
later erports may show that some of
the Indians have been drowned. A
steel government bridge was carried

out. W. T. Shelton, formerly of Santa Fe, is in charge of the agency.
The orchards in San Juan county,
N. M., on the peninsula between the
San Juan and Animas rivers, have
been nearly wiped out, causing a loss
of thousands of dollars.
J. A. Bondurant narrowly escaped
drowning in the Animas river Thursday night. His barn was built on the
bank of the river. He was inside
when the bank gave away. He ran
to the door and jumped, but the por
tion of earth he landed on also gave
away under the impact and he fell
into the waters that were carrying
away the barn. In some manner he
managed to grab hold of a bush and
crawl back up the bank, a distance
of twenty-fivfeet.
Chickens Take Ride on Flood.
At the height of the flood a chicken
down the
coop was seen floating
broad expense of water, a bedraggled
rooster and hen perched disconsolately on top.
The railroad from Durango to La
Boca Is in good enough condition to
run trains over and the Rio Grande
will start a combination freight and
passenger train for that point Tuesday. On the other side of La Boca,
however, the rails are gone and bridges are washed out. Connection cannot be made in this direction with the
east for perhaps a week.
Settlement is Wiped Out.
A settlement near Blanco, N. M.,
consisting of a few adobe huts, was
obliterated. From here again may
come news that there has been loss
of life.
Arboles was a prosperous village of
inhabibetween fifty and seventy-fiv- e
tants. It was the center of trade for
a considerable section, rich in irrigated land and agricultural products.
A party on horseback reached Durango from Farmington, having come
across country, in many places making long detours to get over still
swollen streams on account of the
bridges having been swept away.

When Yoa Think
Of the pain which many women experience with
every
month it makes the gentleness and kindness always associ
ated with womanhood seem to be almost
a miracle.
While in general no woman rebels against what she regards as a natural necessity there is no woman who would
not gladly be free from this recurring period of
pain.
Dr. Pierce' 3 Favorite Prescription makes
area
women stronQ ana sick women

ana ives them freedom from
mation, beats ulceration ana cures fe
well,

pain.
It establishes regularity, subdues Inflam-

in

male weakness.

Sick women are invited to consult Dr. P;rn. k t.....
free. All correspondence strictly private and sacredly
confidential. Write without fear and without fee to World's
Med
ical Association, K. V. Pierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Dispensary
Y.
If you want a book that tells all about woman's
.
- , uiiu u
huh iu cure
them at home, send 21
stamps to Dr. Pierce to pay cost of mailing-onlwill
and he
send you a free copy of his great thousand-pag- e
illustrated
Common Sense Medical Adviser revised,
edition, in paper covers
31 stamps.
In handsome

di,. .j

one-ce-

cloth-bindin-

e

WOOL IS WEAKER BUT
WHEAT IS STRONGER.

War

is Helping to Advance

in Tripoli
-

Prices on Grain Market

in

Chicago.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Oct. 10, Uneasiness
that the Italian-Turkiswar may embroil other nations and seriously interfere with grain shipments from
the Black Sea gave the wheat market today an upward slant. Opening
to
higher. Decemprices were
ber started at 98 to 98
a gain of
to
and rose to 98 to 981-4- .
net
The close was easy but
higher for December
The Washington figures regarding
corn made that cereal firm. Decemto c
ber opened
up at 681-to 68
and seemed inclined to hold
within that range. The close was
net
steady with December
h

8

4

at-9-

4

8

8

higher at

64

no strength from
other grains. December started un
to
and receded
changed at 47
Oats received

c

47

Provisions suffered from lack of
First sales were 5 to 71-2- c
lower with January delivery 15.20 to
15.30 for pork, 8.871-for lard and
support.

2

to 8.10 for ribs.
Wool Weaker.
St Louis, Mo., Oct. 10. Wool weaker, territory and western mediums 17
20c; fine mediums 1719c; firm 11
8.07

1-- 2

15c.

COTTON.
New York, Oct. 10. Cotton spot
closed quiet, unchanged. Middling uplands, $9.75; middling, gulf, 10. Sales
none.

MARKET REPORT
MONKY AND METALS.
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 10. Lead, weak,
$4.20; spelter strong, $6.00.
New York, Oct. 10. Spot copper,
11.7511.85; lead, 4.304.40.
Livestock
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 10. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
19,000, including 1,500 southerns. Market steady. Native steers,

$5,258.00; southern steers, $3.75
5.25; southern cows and heifers, $3.00
4.50; native cows and heifers, $2.75
7.00; stackers and feeders, $3.75
5.90; bulls, $3.254.40; calves, $4.00
7 50; western steers,
$3.807.15; western cows, $2.754.75.
Hogs Receipts, 13,000. Market 5c
lower. .Bulk of sales , $6.306.b0;
heavy, $6.3S6.50; packers and butchers, $6.306.55; light6.50; pigs,
$4.755.75.
Sheep Receipts, 15,000. , Market
steady. Muttons, $3.25 4.25; lambs,
$4.756.15; range wethers and yearlings, $3.255.00; range ewes, $2.70
4.00.

.

.

Oct.

....... .......

10. Cattle Receipts estimated at 7,000. , Market
steady; Beeves, $4.758.40; Texas
steers, $4.106.10; western steers,
$4.10G.75; stockers and feeders, $3.15
5.55; cows and heifers, $2.006.10;
calves, $6.009.25.
Hogs Receipts estimated at 20,000.
Market slow 5 to 10 lower. Light,
$6.05C75; mixed, $6.106.80; heavy,
$6.000.80; rough, $6.006.20; good to
choice heavy, $6.206.80; pigs, $4.25

Chicago,

111.,

6.10; bulk of sales, $G.356.70.

Sheep Receipts estimated at 45,000.
at 45,000. Market steady.
Native,
western,
$2.504.25;
$3.004.25;
yearlings, $3.854.75; lambs, native,
$4.256.20; western, $4.256.25. ,
.

James

C. Dahlman, "Cowboy" Mayor
of Omaha, "Throws the Lariat."
Mayor Jas. C. Dahlman started his
career as a cowboy, and is at present
Mayor of Omaha, and has the following record: Sheriff of Dawes Co., Neb.,
three terms; mayor of Chadron, two
terms; Democratic Nat't Committeeman, eight years; Mayor of Omaha,
six years, and in 1910 Candidate for
Governor of Nebraska. Writing to
Foley & Co., Chicago, he says: "I have
taken Foley Kidney Pills and .they
have given me a great deal of relief
so I cheerfully recommend
them."
Yours truly,
(Signed) JAMES C. DAHLMAN.

t

MINES AND MINING

Gold, Silver,

Copper, Lead and Zinc
in Idaho.
The value of the mining output of
gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc in
Idaho in 1910, according to C. N. Ger-"l l"c j"ioi cuii
ucuiugreni
was $16,316,196, against $15,- in 1909, an increase of $655,- -

used as structural material

mortars, Portland

mill-Surve-

sanita-660,84-

i

There was a decided decrease in
the yield of gold from both placer and
lode mining, also in the production
of copper.
The largest increase in
production were in lead, in silver
from lead ore, and in zinc. Shoshone
mines yielded 88 per cent of
the value of the state's total output
the metals.
The total production of gold was
?i,ust,S42, a decrease of $356,980
compared with 1909. Of the gold output, $242,546 was derived from placers

in lime

cement mortars,
concrete, gypsum plasters and white-wasLarge auantities are nlsn nsod
in the manufacture of chemicals in
ciantying many products in the
9
ing and paper industries, in
tion, in the smelting and tinning
dusjtries, in sugar-bee- t
manufacture

:

etc.
The

total production of lime in
according to figures compiled
by Ernest F. Burchard, and just given
out by the United States Geological
Survey, was 3,469,416 short tons,
ued at $13,809,290, a slight decrease
in both tonnage and value as com-o- f
pared with the figures for 1909. The
average price per ton in 1910 was
1910,

ty

;
,

$3.98.

The five leading states in the 1910
production are as follows:

,
of which Boise county produced
Pennsylvania, 877,714 short tons,
and Nez Perce county $40,699 valued at $2,440,350.
Of the gold from lode mines, about
Ohio, 415,285 short tons, valued at
10 per cent was derived from copper, $1,647,335.
lead and zinc ores and 90 per cent
Wisconsin, 248,238 short tons, valfrom siliceous ores.
From bullion ued at $959,405.
in gold and silver mills 32,626.21 fine
Maine, 179,656 short tons, valued at
ounces were recovered; concentrates $893,599.
produced 5,936.67 fine ounces and
Missouri, 193,964 short tons, valued
crude ore shipped to smelters contain- $837,681.
ed 2,763.69 fine ounces.
The largest
Quicksilver.
producer of gold was Owyhee county,
The world's production of quickwhich yielded $388,728, against $425,-30- silver last
year was 3,747 short tons,
in 1909.
Boise county produced 0? which the
United States produced
$199,430 in 1910, against $216,031 in 773 short tons.
Quicksilver is usually
1909, a decrease of $16,601, occasioned
in "flasks, ' a flask containing
almost entirely by a lessened output quoted
75 pounds.
The American producfrom placer mining.
tion therefore represents 20,601 flasks.
The silver production of Idaho in Of
this amount California furnished
1909 was 7,369,742 fine ounces, valued
17,211 flasks.
In 1850 the quicksilver
at $3,979,661, against 7,041,633 fine
production of that state was 7,723
ounces, valued at $3,661,649 in 1909. flasks, but
Of the 1910 output, 6,479,636 ounces duction was California's greatest proin 1881, when the yield
came from lead ores.
Bullion at gold was 60,851 flasks.
and silver mills produced
315,356
In 1910 only two countries produced
ounces, concentrates gave 4,463,517 more
quicksilver than the United
ounces, and crude ore sent to smel- States
Italy 882 tons and Spain 1,102
ters contained 2,588,431 ounces. Sho- tons.
These and other statistics are
shone county (in the Coeur d'Alenes)
given In an advance chapter on quickproduced 6,703,080 ounces, or nearly silver froffl Mineral Resources of tha
91 per cent of the silver output of
United States, 1910, by H. D. MsCas-key- ,
the state.
Of this the Hunter distof the United States Geological
rict produced 1,208,958 ounces, the Survey.
A
of this chapter may
Lelande district, 2,822,789 ounces, and be obtained copy
upon
application to the
the Yreka district 2,626,802 ounces.
rirector of the Survey, Washington,
The production of copper in Idaho D. C .
decreased from 9,115,489 pounds, valField Surveys.
ued at $1,185,014 in 1909, to 7,037,292
the topographic enDuring
August
in 1909,
pounds, valued at $893,736
of the United States Geologigineers
hut the production of Custer county cal
Survey made field surveys of 6,517
increased from 90,461 pounds to
square miles over 4,000,000 acres
a
as
of
result
the
operapounds,
in various parts of the country, rangtions of the White Knob mine. True
ing from swamps to high mountain
copper ores yielded 5,912,392 pounds areas.
The surveys comprise actual
and nearly all the remainder was map
making on the ground, and the
derived from the lead ores of Shoputting on the map of every natural
shone county.
and artificial feature in its exact re
The output of lead in Idaho in 1910 lative
position as it actually exists in
increased 12,272.554 pounds over that the area
surveyed.
of 1909.
The value ot the lead proLead and Zinc
duced in 1910 was 65.5 per cent of Gold, Silver, Copper,
in Montana.
the value of the total metal producThe value of the mine output of
tion. Crude ore shipped to smelters
gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc in
contained 50,084,367 pounds, and con- Montana, in 1910,
according to V. C.
centrates (of which' all but 794,651 Heikes, of the United
States Geologipounds came from Shoshone county) cal Survey, was $48,358,253,
against
The
178,174,472
yielded
pounds.
$51,429,694 in 1909, a decrease of
production of Blaine county' decreased
occasioned almost entirely by
477,302 pounds, while Lemhi
county the lessened output of copper ores.
showed an increased yield of 6,394,-40- 3 The value of the
gold, silver, and
pounds, or 'nearly half of the copper combined was $4,326,868 less
state's increase, owing to the comple- than in 1909, while the value of the
tion of the Gilmore and Pittsburg lead and zinc
was $1,255,427
yield
Railroad from Armstead, Montana to more than in 1909.
The value of the
Salmon, Idaho. The Yreka district production of Silver Bow
County,
with a yield of 109,899,539 pounds, which includes the Butte
district, was
was much the largest producer in 91 per cent of the total value
of the
Shoshone county and In the state. metals from Montana.
The decrease
The lead output of the Hunter district in value in this county was $3,108,861,
was 34,319,319 pounds, and that of the so that the combined
production of
Lelande district 72,840,963 pounds.'
ether counties In Montana was
The zinc production of Idaho was ly greater in 1910 than in 1909.slight4,252,104 pounds greater in 1910 than
The production of gold in 1910 was
nrnx. j.ime
1
tt
iu Hnnn
wnii
exception 01 a only $61,024 less than in 1909.
The
small quantity of zinc produced in ereater nart of th
mM
urobiiih
Blaine county, the output was de - j fine ounces, or 64 per cent of the
total,
rived from concentrates shipped from was from siliceous
ores; and 31,441,-the Success mine, in Shoshone county. 93 ounces, or 17 per cent, came from
There were 417 mines producing copper ores. The placer gold' in 1910
gold; silver, copper, lead or zinc in amounted to $575,917, of which $473,- Idaho In 1910, compared with 324 in 385 was obtained
The
by dredging.
1909:
Of these 417 producing mines, gold won from placers was $32,545
'w weie piaer mines, many or wmcn greater than In 1909, but that taken
maae very small outputs,
from lode mines, was $93,569 less
The total quantity of ore treated or
The production of silver in Monsold in Idaho in 1910 was 1,786,174 tana in 1910 was 12,162,857 fine ounces
short tons having an average value against 12378,714 ounces In 1909. N.
per ton of $8.99, an increase of 13,791 vada now takes the leading place in
tons and of $0.31 per ton over 1909.
silver output in the United States.
which Montana held in the years 1909
Large Prtodudtion of Lime,.
One of our practically inexhaustt and 1908.
Of Montana's 1910 outout
ble natural resources is lime.
The of silver, .9,153,590 ounces, or in ner
available limestone rock widely dis- cent, came from copper ores, and
over the United States can 139,465 ounces, or 17.6 per cent, from
not be estimated even in millions or siliceous ores.
Bullion at gold and
billions of tons.
Is it also a fact silver mills produced only 130,900
that the more lime is "thrown away" ounces, while concentrates produced
scattered over the ground the bet- - 8,208,644 ounces and crude ore shipped
ter it Is for the country.
Lime is atto smelters contained 3,766,375 ounces,
great soil renovator, and while it Is Silver Bow County produced
d
to have no actual fertilizing 840 ounces, or 85.5 per cent of the
value in the sense of being in itself state's production, compared with .10,-- a
fact 09,328 ounces ia 1909.
plant food, it is a
not only among farmers, but among! The production of copper in Mon--soscientists, that spreading it upon tana decreased from 312,058,011 pounds
the fields and plowing It under makes in 1909 to 284,808,553 pounds In 1909,
many soils more productive by render- - a loss of 22,278,460 pounds.
The
ing available the plant food they al- - Summit valley or Butte district
contain. Lime has also a great tributed all but 581,648 pounds of the
$129,-663-

5

919,-64-

8

10,400,-believe-

well-know- n

ll

con-read- y

r

variety of other highly important total. ' v
:w,--';:""iuses; in fact, few mineral products, The production of lead In Montana
have so wide a scope of usefulness. Increased from 2,938,430 pounds In
'
A little more than half tho Hmo,
" (Continues, on page
manufactured in tbe United States Is'
.
seres.)
;:

-
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through streets since Chicago ceased
to pasture cows on her unoccupied
lots, has been hastened by a government report, made by the Department
of Agriculture, upon "The Milk Supply of Chicago and Washington.
Cleanliness the exception in dairies
which are not required by contract
me ruie
to oe clean ana
Organized Business Interests in places which cleanliness
supply the big milk
bottlers and dealers are contrasted in
Take a Hand in the
report and the bottling plants are
Fray
"These plants are owned
described.
by large corporations with ample
sources ana represent a cuusiueiauic
FRATERNAL INSURANCE CRISIS investment," says tne report, "ine
owners have much capital and repu
tation at stake as an incentive to
Independent Milkmen Seem to handling milk in a proper way. The

PAGE SEVEN

ed all but 18,000 pounds.
Nearly all tings. President; Henry R. Bradley,
and Chas. T. Martin,
of the zinc ore was sent to ronr
and
Treasurer.
Secretary
trating plants, and the concentrates
Artif'e VI. The- Directors shtill
produced conlained 31,334.204 pounds
fi- tVic frtliirnmbnt rf
'n,7nnt
of zinc; the crude ore sent to smcl-Lhnr"
h
nn nm,
ters yielded only 303,980 pounds.
jsf,me.
They shall have power to fill j
FOR SALE Good tent cheap. Ap- The number of deep mines produc - vacancies occurring in the Board from
Xew Mexican.
ply
.federal attorney for the government
The Truth of the MaMer.
from
and
t0 appoint
among;
metals in Montana in l'.io wns:an' caiiSe
The trutn of the matter seems to Mr. Rodey resided for many years in ing
r Rllm,,er an Executive Committee'
423, against 44S in 1909, and the num- - '
Dt tnat we have a Repubiican ticket; Albuquerque, having a
FOR REN'T- -i
the extent provided by rcso-momed oriek cot,
large law prac-th- ber of producing placer mines wa, v hirn-tmade up of strong and ab!e men Men tice nere
Ater retirIng rom con. 157 against 170
shall havitage.
Bath. ranfe, light. O. C. Wat.
.! ,u,ion or b' Eaid
int
Thp
averairp
that snouid and
receive a well'gress he was sent to Porto Rico as a
and exercise the powers granted the son & Co.
and compete support. Fort federal judge, and a year and a half recoverable value per ton of ore pro Directors by these Articles.
duced increased from $939 in 1909 to
gumner Review.
iago was appointed by President Taft $9.41 in 1910.
Article VII. The highest amount
W ANTED
Woman cashier who can
tc his present position in Alaska. Mr.
of indebtedness or liability to which
were
There
5,079,446
English and Spanish. Call at
sptak
tons
short
of
Rodey came from Alaska to spend a
Meeting at Santa Rosa Tonight
Restaurant
The Republican campaigning party, ' few days in New Mexico after it had ore from Montana sold or treated in
headed by the Republican nominee for been admitted to the Union, for which 1910, a decrease of 341,739 tons, or Dollars.
about C per cent.
The production of
Be Doomed In Windy City
WANTED Pay or noarcl at start to
governor, Holm O. Bursum, will ad he worked so diligently, and to attend
Article VIII. The private property
oreE whlcn amounted to nearly
in u ntummy uiauuer.
"1)1,er
iiivy
Operated
the
first
dress a Republican
State Republican Convention.
cf the Stockholders of the eorpora- - learn trades. Automobiles. Electrici.
and Vicinity.
rally at Santa
ue,u ol ule lolal tonnage
"I hate to leave New Mexico," said!-'tion shall be forever exempt from cor-- ty, Bricklaying, Plumbing, by actual
nameled Rosa, Guadalupe county tonight
ment floors, tiled walls,
declined 448,68-- tons.
e
Only
"New Mexico is myjed'
Ml s
of any kind whatsoever, work on jobs. Only few months reRodey
Albuauertoday.
no
frm
0Vr
'
tons were ,reated in gold and sil- - porate debts
and excellent plumbing, and
Chicago, Oct. 9. War on the plans
and will always be mv home.
to attend the meeting. A large
Witness
in
Wbereoi, We hereto affix quired.
No apprenticeship drudgery,
ver
for a Chicaso subway centering in th are equipped with modern machinery. que
mills
and filfi.596 tons were .ship- our
love New Mexico better than
this 31st day ofj 200 students last year. Catalogue
was
any
held
at
Raton
last
rally
signatures
evening.
carloads
of
with
One to four
milk, cream,
Icop district is waging merrily
If the legislature con-- ; ped crude to smelters, but 4,170.114 August. 1911.
other land.
free. United Trade School, Los An- th 3 organized business interests of the and buttermilk, daily leave each ofj
siders me for the United States Sen- tons, or 82 per cent of all ore treated,
ISAAC T. STODDARD (SEAL) 'geles.
were
to
sent
north side and the sou til side on the these bottling stations. They are
mills.
concentrating
ate I will come across the ice fields
M. LaRUE
(SEAL)
firing line out of fear that rapid sub- owned by six concerns, and handle by
cf Alaska to answer the call. I hope!
of Arizona,
Territory
dowt-towfrom
of
estimation
the
4,000
product
way transit would taU3 to the
TYPEWK'TERS.
the Republican ticket will win in New Foley's Kidney Remedy vs. a Hopeless
County of Maricopa. ss.
to
According
department stores a great to 4,500 producers."
Tell all my friends good- Mexico.
C. F. Leonard, County Recorder Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Case.
I,
amount of trade. The city council the report the production of Chicago's
'
God bless them all, I have no1
Hon. Ark. J. E. Freeman says: "I in and for the County and Territory platens furnished. Ribbons aDd supbye.
is bombarded with subway documents milk within such a short distance of
enemies in New Mexico. Albuquerque had a severe case of kidney trouble aforesaid, hereby certify that I have plies.
Typewriters sold; exchanged
varying from vitrolic denouncements the city is in marked contrast with
and could not work and my case compared the forogoing copy with the and rented. Standard makes band'ed.
Evening Herald.
in
conditions
Boston
New
York.
and
to honeyed phrases such as this: "Alseemed hopeless. One large bottle of Articles of Incorporation
of The All repair work and typewrites guarEx.
derman, we love you for the good you Greater Boston has a population only
Andrews Was Cheered.
Hondo Exploitation
filed anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter
me
cured
and
Foley's
Kidney
Company
Remedy
of that of Chicago, but most
can do." Incidentally the commercial
231.
Phone
I Dave never been, bothered since.
Is!!
change.
on
office
and
in
recorded
to
As
the
my
I
a
the
the
convention,
delegate
cf its milk supply is produced outorganizations ere at loggerheads with side of a
editor of the Times will say that il always recommended it." For sale by day of August, 1911, and that the
circle, and some milk
the big metropolitan dailies which are
same is a full, true and correct copy
was one of the most interesting events U druggistscars start 200 miles from the city.
WANTED Canvassing
Agents at
of such Articles and of the whole
encouraging subway plans and conse- New York
could
a
in
that
life
a
witness
,
person
with
a
million
more
once
for the sale of "Compendium of
City,
outthereof.
we
of
quently incurring the wrath of the
time.
had
Here
the
pleasure
ARTICLES
than Chicago receives
OF
INCORPORATION
population
Everyday Wants," the book of gen- Witness my hand nnd se.il of office, eral
lying merchant One organization hag practically no milk within 50 miles,
meeting and seeing men who have, AND CERTIFICATE DESIGNATING
necessity, price $1.50; also for
31st day of August, 1911.
this
been prominent and influential in this
begun publication of a paper of its and some of its supply comes from
AGENT AND PRINCIPAL PLACE
i'The Devil's Bride." a wonderful re--J
C.
F.
own in which appears the stereotyped
LEONARD,
territory for the last several decades,
0F BUSINESS 0F THE HONDO
ligious allegory, price $1.00. Either
points as far away as 400 miles.
County Recordei. 'outfit sent
and have had more or less national
slogan: "The biggest hypocrites run
Four Million Tramps.
EXPLOITATION COMPANY
postpaid for 10 cents. 50
V. L. VAUGHN,
our daily press." This organization
By
most promi- the
Probably
reputation.
of Arizona
per cent commission to agents. Big
Of 4,000,000 tramps in the United
nent of these is Hon. Solomon Luna Territory
has announced that "shortly" it will
Deputy.
offlce of the XrritorIaI Audltor.
sellers. Address A. B. KUHLMAN,
per cent are American
of Valencia county, who is the most lTnited
(SEAL).
call a meeting of all of the associa- States 15sixty cent
Stateg of America
21 years
are
Publisher, 136 West St., Chicago, 111.
under
per
born,
office
of
the
in
Territorial
Filed
the
influential man in the Republican!
tions in the city and try to array them and
Ttrrtinm nt
one per cent are professional
only
Arizona
Auditor of the Territory of
all against the subway. In the face
party at the present time and prob- T, G. A. Mauk
TerrUorial Auditor this 31st
according to James- O'Niel
day of August, A. D. 1911,
of this panic about subway real es- beggars,
ably will be for some time to come.',.f Ariznna a
,n,
cf Chicago, who has written a mono- - j
at 2:45 p. m., at request of Stoddard
He is a small man, not much past the annexed ls a true and
tate has benefitted enormously by the graph on "The Hobo" which adds to,
tran.
complete
CHARLES A. SPIESS.
prime of life, not much of an orator, script of the Articles of Tncorporation Incorporating Company, whose post
in
improvement
transportation the evidence against
offlce address Is Phoenix, Arizona.
but for keen perception and force of.of The Hondo
MASONIC.
brought about by the rehabilitation of tenements, high rentals and low taxes
Exploitatlon company
G. A. MAUK,
Montezuma
the surface car lines. Population of on the property rented. Bad housing Charles A. Spiess, Jose D. Sena, Frank character there are few men his.whIch were filed ,n tWg offlce on tne
Lodge
Territorial Auditor
Then, there is Hon. Tom thirty-firs- t
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
the residence sections is gaining by of children, their resulting loss of w- - Clancy, Charles W. G. Ward are equal.
day of August A. D. 1911,
for
certtification.
furnished
Copy
old.Catron
of
an
is
who
Santa
-t
Fe,
r,
k.,
- dz nvwir
. Regular cnmmunl
leaps and bounds. Englewood, South vitality and lack of education for the -- lso with the party,
, ,
i
j Compared B. to S. A.
warhorse of the Republican
ranks, law.
cation first Monday
Chicago and other sections, however, trades explains the army of unem-- ,
ENDORSED:
who years ago was a delegate in Conot each month at
In Witness Whereof, I have hereun- are up in arms, alarmed by the vivid ployed of which he says: "To the
Democratic Judicial Ticket
Vol
Foreign, No. 6937, Cor. Rec'd.
Masonic
Hall
The Democrats of Santa Fe, San Kress- - ani is yet an activ and in: to set my hand and affixed my official
at
pictures painted by their organizers of capitalist system the tramp is indis
6, Page 129, Certified Copy of Articles
1 uese
ineu auu seal.
7.30.
Done at the City of Phoenix.
the business disaster which a subway pensable.
The tramp is the illeei- - Juan and Rio Arriba counties, have iiuemiai wur&er.
Ex
of
of
Hondo
The
of
Incorporation
citizens
"r
H. H. DORMAN,
the CapJtal thia 31gt day 0 Augugt
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Ask to See Vantine's Toilet articles
at Zook's Pharmacy. The best line
or" Perfumes and Sachet
Powders at
Zook's Pharmacy.
Ladies, please look up tne adverX
X X X
It is
tisement of Zook's pharmacy.
X
Santa Fe, X. M., Oct. 10.
especially interesting
yoi if you
The weather for New Mexico
have use for toilet articles.
N is fair tonight and Wednesday
The
regular
League
X and heavy frost in north por- Epworth
monthly meeting of the Epworth
tion.
League will be held this evening a)
7:30 o'clock. Important business will
come up and all members axe urged
Heating Stoves for Hard and Soft to attend.
Coal, or Wood and Coke at Goebels.
Bring in Your Bills Th3 committee
Again tonight at the Elks, A Gay in
charge of the arrangemen s of the
Time at Atlantic City. It's good.
Democratic
State Convention, request
Milk and Cream always on hand
nst that
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black, all those who have bills aga to Jonn
committee to present them
1S8.
U. S. Gives Patent A. U. S. patent Pflueger.
Santa Fe's Cartoonist Lacassaigne,
has been granted to John Yoan? and
the Santa Fe cartoonist, today posted
to May Young, each for 160 acre3.
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"EMPRESS FLOUR"

Guaranteed the Best and Whitest Made.

MHATfThe
BAKERY

That Money Will Buy

GOODS

THE

BEST

fl EATS

OF EVERYTHING.

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

.

Phone No. 4.

on the New Mexican Bulletin Board,
two cartoons, one of W. C. McDonald,
the other of H. O. Bursum, which ara
cleverly drawn.
See the largest steamship afloat at

92....Phone....29

the Elks tonight.

Held for Grand Jury

WE RECOMMEND

TO YOU THE

PtRUEN

maJJ'

"

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grandson, accurate time under all conditions, because it is

ID'S

THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD

We have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt. gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

MARKET

92.. .Phone ..92

service in our watch
is our hobby. Try it.

repair-departme-

the charge of assaulting wkh intent to
kill her husband, George C. Atkinson.
These cool evenings and mornings
have been responsible for the resurrecting of the last year's overcoat. But
you will need a new one and it will
pay you to look up the advertisement
of W. N. Townsend & Company in to
day's issue.
Licenses Deputy ProWeddings
bate Clerk Alarid today issued wed

DAHLIAS,
PANSIES.
JAMES C. McCONVERY,

nt

Hardy Plants and Flowers.
Phone, Black 204.

DAVID LOWITZK1,

New and
)

U

Second-Han-

d

ELCK.

The New State

Lower Palace Avenue

-

(Bv Sppcial Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Oct. 10. By its
own initiative, the supreme court of
the United States, today
' all the sta te railroad rate cases in-- j
volving conflicts between state and
rates for hearing as one case,
v on January next.
This affects cases
from Minnesota, Kentucky, West Vir--;
ginia, Missouri, and Oregon'.
COURT DECIDES WHERE
MRS. EDDY LIVED.
Was Only Temporarily in Massachusetts When She Died Concord Her Home.

We supply genuine !$tattdaid
fixtures, and our prompt and reliable
service insures you plumbing of the

Goods

highest character.

'

',

Let us quote you prices.

Goods Soid on Easy Payments.
SAINT A

I

mum by the use of modern
plumbing fixtures installed by.
'
our expert workmen.

Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.
d

415 Palace Avenue.

troubles
"Plumbing
are reduced to a mini-

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware,

Second-Han-

a
FLOOD IN THE UPPER
jpot come by wagon. Yesterday,
ESPANOLA VALLEY. wagon could not even cross the Santa
Cruz.
All Streams From Tesuque to Chama
"After reaching the ranch, I went
Were Running Bank Full Last
down to see the Rio Grandtf
directly
Week.
snd it is the highest I have ever
known it.
The first details of the flood dam"The fish pond is a river. It is too
valChama
and
in
the
Espanola
age
bad, as I have seen many fish in there
leys was received this morning in a which were ten inches long and now
L. B. Prince from they will have to learn how to get
letter to
his son, William B. Prince, who left along in salt water. The water now
here on horseback last Thursday at is flowing right over the dike. The
noon. He relates the following inter- packing house is full of water. Inj
esting story of the trip to the Sun- stead of opening the lower acequia, I
shine ranch, three miles above Espan- keep a man going along the banks to
j
ola.
prevent it from breaking through, it
"The entire road was washed out is so full."
the very worst I ever saw it. There
MAYORS' CONVENTION MEETS
side of UNFILLED ORDERS OF STEEL
AT ALBUQUERQUE TODAY. were several wagons at the
TRUST, 3,611,317 TONS,
the road between Tesuque and
Specinl Leased Wire to New Mexican)
The people just had to stop (By
New York, N. Y., Oct. 10
Many Duties Prevent Santa Fe's Exec- and camp. In many places you could
was made by the United
utive From Attending, but He
road
had been, States steel
not see where the
today that the
corporation
Favors Move.
there was only a gully left. Of course, unfilled orders on its books on Septhis made no difference to one on tember 30, totalled, 3,611,317 tons.
Mayor Arthur Seligman found him-- j horseback.
The Nambe was quite
self unable to attend the convention high; the Arroyo Seco had been four
RAILWAY
of mayors and municipal officers at feet high, and the Santa Cruz was ac- DES MOINES CITY
BREAKS
TOMORROW.
STRIKE
of
on
account
the tually like the Chama.
Albuquerque today
All fences
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Democratic territorial executive com- -' were torn down and washed away on (By
Des Moines, la., Oct. 10. Des
He sent the following tele-- : the south bank.
mittee.
Moines City Railway employes were
W.
to
J.
of
Elder,
Mayor
gram
regret
today ordered to go on strike at 10:30
Bridge Gone.
of Albuquerque:
"Regret that I can- I o'clock tomorrow morning by the ex
Rio
Grande
I
the
"When
reached
ex--:
not attend convention but wish to
to find the ecutivo board of the union.
was much
press and extend greetings from San-- ' middle of thedisappointed
bridge gone. I tied the
ta Fe and assure you that we are in
and walked across
horse to the
hearty accord with the ideas express- a beam to titbridge
3 other side so as to get
ed in the call. I believe the people
but even then I had to wade
desire the development of the city and the mail, water
up to my knees at the
through
which
jthe extension of those things
A PRIVATE BOARDING HOUSE
of the bridge in order to
side
other
make for its betterment, its safety, its
to
the
after
Espanola,
setting
service, its health and its recreation, get
mail. I returned the same way and 242
If there is anything I can do to this
to San Juan where I crossed the ""
rode
lend I am yours to command."
Home Cooking
We bake our
railroad bridge.
"The Chama was much higher than own bread, pies, cakes, etc. The
SUPREME COURT RESETS
I have ever seen it in all the years I best meal in Santa Fe, regardless
ALL RAILROAD CASES. have been here.
All those low of price, at 35 CENTS. Weekly or
meadows were ander water. But I monthly rates upon application.
By Its Own Initiative It Advances All led the horse over the railroad bridge
TRY OUR SUNDAY DINNER
;
Litigation Involving the
and got here all right
Red
64
State Laws.
WPhone,
G.
BUSH, Prop
"Tell Mrs. Stevenson that she can

j

Dealer iu New and Second Hand

Highest Cash Price Paid for

ding licenses to Jose Saiz, agfd 23,
and Miss' Maggie Doffelmeyer, 'aged
Bernard,
17, of this city; William
aged 48 and Manuelito, Montmo, aged
14, of Golden.
Big Roller at Work The big steam
roller of the city of Santa Fe and of
the county of Santa Fe, Is hard . at
work paving the street east of the
tracks. A dozen men are at work paving the street and there is an air of
activity that is very pleasing to the
residents of that section who desire
to see their street
A hand colored Pathe Film at tne
Elks' tonight, "Birds in Their Nest,"
is the title.

j

SPITZ, THE JEWELER

I z

Gecrge

SWEET PEAS,

It's the Watch for You."

NOTE--Perfe- ct

Mrs.

C. Atkinson was held this mcrning under $500 bail for the actin of the
grand jury by Justice J. M. Garcia on

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1011.

FOR SALE

BY

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

FE, N. M.

I

j

j

L

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Boston, Mass., Oct. .10. The legal
domicile of Mrs. Mary Baker G. Eddy,
the founder of Christian Science at
the time of her death, was in Concord,
N. H., according to the ruling of As
sociate Justice James M. Morton of
the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial
Court today. At the time of Mrs.
Eddy's death she was "temporarily re-- '
siding" in Massachusetts.

You Will Find Everything
IN THE

LINE OF

M ILLINERY
AT

MRS. W. LINDHARDT'S,
125

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Palace Avenue,

ROSES, Pink and White.
ASTERS,
CACTUS DAHLIAS,

At

SWEET PEAS.
Lomg-Stemme-

Pink, White, Primrose, Orange and Scarlet.
the . . . CLARENDON GARDENS . . . Phone

12

THE BIG STORE
I

TAILORING

DEPAMT

Imported and Domestic Samples to select from,
not only the best that was ever shown in Santa llj
Fe, but in fact THE BEST EVER SHOWN IN THE WORLD!

000

000

Our Sort of Tailoring is an "Art," not an "Industry."
Our cutter measures his customers and designs his patterns with the picture of the wearer in his mind-H- e's
an " Artist." If you enjoy clothes of quality, Sirclothes that are correctly cut and handsomely tailbe delighted with our tailoring. From the best Foreign and Domestic Looms
oredbeautifully trimmed-you- 'll
we have the choicest productions in SUITINGS, OVERCOATS and TROUSERINGS. We have many exclusive
designs that are confined to us for this locality.

Suits, $18.00 Up,
Overcoats,
Copyright

tiart Schaffner

Tffotiseffs,

& Marx

WILL YOU NOT TEST US WITH YOUR FALL ORDER?

$4.50 Up,

IF WE TAILOR YOU ONCE, YOU'LL WANT US TO DO
IT AGAIN AND AGAIN, AND "THEN SOME MORE! COME AND SEE US.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

NATHAN

6

